City Council Report
City Council Meeting: June 14, 2011
7-A
Agenda Item: _____
To:

Mayor and City Council

From:

Eileen Fogarty, Director, Planning and Community Development

Subject:

Development Agreement Amendment 11DEV-002 to amend the parking
demand formulae for the Yahoo Center development and permit leasing of
existing, underutilized parking spaces to off-site parties.

Recommended Action
Staff recommends that the City Council:
1) Introduce for first reading an ordinance adopting the Fifth Amendment to the
Colorado Place Limited Development Agreement 11DEV-002.
Executive Summary
The proposed project is Amendment Number Five to the Development Agreement for
the Yahoo Center office development (formerly known as Colorado Place Phase I and
II) in order to amend the current parking demand formulae that establishes the number
of existing parking spaces required to serve the mix of uses on site, and to permit the
continued leasing of existing, underutilized spaces to off-site parties.
CA-Colorado Center L.L.C. (“Applicant”) proposes this Amendment to the Development
Agreement to revise the base parking ratio for office use on the site from the current
requirement of one parking space per 322 SF of office floor area to one parking space
per 500 SF of office floor area. The Applicant has provided a detailed parking study that
demonstrates, based on current and forecast peak-hour parking availability, that the
current base ratio of one parking space per 322 SF of floor area significantly over-states
the actual parking demand for the Yahoo Center development, and that the proposed
parking ratio better reflects actual usage patterns at the site. This Amendment would
also authorize leasing of up to 1,053 existing surplus parking spaces to off-site parties
(non-tenants), consistent with the facility’s current practice of leasing these underutilized
spaces so long sufficient parking for its on-site tenants is maintained.
In addition, as a result of negotiations with the City, the Applicant proposes to
implement a facility-wide Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Plan to reduce
vehicle trips in the area and reduce the facility’s parking demand.
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As discussed more fully in this report, the proposed Amendment implements the
transportation strategy included in the City’s General Plan (LUCE) by reducing vehicle
trips through implementation of the LUCE’s Transportation Demand Management
policies, parking policies, and the land use policies for the Office Campus land use
designation. Accordingly, the City encouraged the Applicant to file this Amendment as it
constitutes a unique opportunity to begin implementation of LUCE goals and policies
focused on creating shared parking programs with an existing development site in the
City.
The Applicant’s provision of up to 1,053 private-owned parking spaces into the area’s
overall shared parking supply is a significant resource that will assist the City in more
efficiently managing existing parking resources on an area-wide basis. This parking
resource at the Yahoo Center is available, in part, because modes of transportation and
working patterns have changed, and the number of spaces provided no longer reflects
usage at the Yahoo Center.
Moreover, shared use of these parking spaces creates the opportunity to expand and
strengthen TDM plan measures for businesses in the area; the shared use of the Yahoo
Center parking facility facilitates a more efficient match between the area’s existing
supply of underutilized spaces and other area users; and it facilitates the conservation
of resources that would otherwise be expended on developing unnecessary parking in
the area and reduces the constructed-related impacts associated with this new
development.
The following is a summary of the key findings for the City Council’s discussion:


The proposed Amendment constitutes an opportunity to begin implementation of
LUCE goals and policies focused on creating shared parking programs.



The provision of up to 1,053 privately-owned parking spaces as a shared
resource will assist the City in more efficiently managing existing parking on an
area-wide basis.



Shared use of the Yahoo Center parking garage facilitates conservation of
resources and reduction of construction-related neighborhood impacts.



The proposed parking demand formulae are appropriate for current and future
uses at the site.



The proposed Amendment implements the City’s LUCE transportation strategy
and parking policies by reducing vehicle trips and associated parking demand
through implementation of a Transportation Demand Management Program.

Background
On October 27, 1981, the City Council approved a Development Agreement with
Colorado Place Limited for a two-phase, 15-acre mixed-use development then known
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as Colorado Place. The original Development Agreement has been amended four times
by adopted City ordinances on July 26, 1983; April 24, 1984; May 28, 1985; and
December 16, 1987.

Today, the project site is commonly known as the Yahoo Center and consists of
approximately 1,024,074 SF of floor area with the majority of its space leased to office
tenants, along with some commercial space for retail, health club, and restaurant uses.
The project site also contains a child care center, a public park, and a community room.

As part of the original Development Agreement approval for the project and the
subsequent Development Agreement Amendments, a number of substantial public
benefits were negotiated for inclusion in the project; these include the following:


Child care center



Community room



3.5 acre public park with tennis courts, children’s play structure, basketball court,
and public gathering space



51 units of affordable housing at 1855 9th Street, 1450 14th Street, and 2006 20th
Street which, per an agreement between the City Housing Authority and the
County, are monitored by the County



Contribution of $2,652,909 to the City’s Affordable Housing fund



Nearly $3 million worth of art and social service benefits through park and
community room maintenance



Off-site traffic signal, street lighting, and turn lane improvements



Tenants, including the restaurant/retail areas and health club, offer validated
parking for a minimum of three hours to all regular visitors, customers, and
members



Users of the on-site park receive free parking on weekends and holidays

In the original 1981 Development Agreement, the project’s parking requirement was
calculated based on the Santa Monica Municipal Code off-street parking standards in
effect at the time of project approval. Since then, two Amendments to the Development
Agreement have further revised the site’s parking requirement. In 1983, the First
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Amendment to the Agreement established a reduced parking requirement of 3,128
spaces by relying on a shared parking analysis that documented how the mix of uses at
the site would result in a lower peak parking demand and overall parking requirement, in
comparison to the 3,484 spaces that would have been required based on the Municipal
Code’s off-street parking standards. This number of required parking spaces
established by the First Amendment (3,128) included 100 additional spaces in excess of
the number necessary to meet the site’s peak parking demand in order to limit the
potential for employee parking spill-over into the adjacent residential neighborhoods.

The current parking ratios set forth in the Development Agreement were established
with the Fourth Amendment that was adopted in 1987. This Amendment incorporated a
variable parking requirement based on the actual mix of uses on the site, versus the
previous parking requirement based on a fixed number of required spaces (3,128),
regardless of the uses occupying the office park. The 1987 Amendment again utilized a
parking study to support the adjustment of the project’s parking requirement to
document, in part, the effect of shared parking between compatible on-site uses.

CA-Colorado Center L.L.C. has owned the property since August 2004 and has leased
spaces to off-site parties since it initially acquired the property. This leasing was an
extension of the prior property owner’s practice. The Planning Department’s earliest
record of this practice is the May 2004 Step Two Construction Period Parking Program
for Saint John’s Health Center. However, this temporary parking arrangement was not
reviewed in the context of the Yahoo Center Development Agreement.

As part of the City’s ongoing monitoring and annual review of the status of Development
Agreement compliance in May 2010, September 28, 2010, and January 2011, it was
determined that, while compliance with all public benefits previously outlined had been
verified, a finding of full compliance would require a Development Agreement
Amendment.
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More specifically, during the course of the 2010 compliance review, staff determined
that a Development Agreement Amendment would be necessary to authorize the
leasing of underutilized parking spaces to off-site parties, a practice that has historically
occurred without known impact to the surrounding neighborhood. Accordingly, the
pending Development Agreement Amendment was filed to both revise the current
parking ratios to document observed usage patterns, and to resolve the one
Development Agreement compliance issue that is outstanding by specifically
authorizing the leasing of up to 1,053 of the facility’s existing, underutilized parking
spaces.

Project / Site Information
The project site is bounded by Broadway to the north, Colorado Avenue to the south,
26th Street to the east, Cloverfield Boulevard to the west. The mixed-use office park
consists of six buildings totaling 1,024,074 square feet of floor area, a public park with
associated recreation amenities, and a subterranean garage with 3,086 parking spaces.

The following table provides a brief summary of the project location.
Zoning District:

C-5 (Special Office
Commercial District)

Land Use Element
Designation:

Office Campus Land Use
Designation

Parcel Area (SF):
Parcel Dimensions:

Approximately 654,000 SF
Approximately 615’ x 1,060’

Existing On-Site
Improvements:

Mixed Use Office Park
(1,024,074 SF of Floor Area)
(constructed 1983-1990)

Rent Control Status:

No residential use

Adjacent Zoning
Districts and Land
Uses:

C-4 (north); LMSD south,
east, west; R-2 (north & east)

Site Location Map

Office, retail, creative office
and studios, single- and multifamily residential uses
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2401 to 2525 Colorado Avenue
2400-2500 Broadway

The property is surrounded by a mix of uses including large-scale office development to
the south, creative office, commercial, and studio uses to the west and north, and
single- and multi-family residences to the north and east of the project site. The photos
shown below further illustrate the site and surrounding land uses.

The Yahoo Center (above)
Nearby commercial and residential uses

Discussion
Project Description
The Applicant proposes a Development Agreement Amendment to authorize the
modification of the current base parking ratio for office use on the site from the current
requirement of one parking space per 322 SF of office floor area (1 space/322 SF) to
one parking space per 500 SF of office floor area (1 space/500 SF). Like the 1987
revision to the parking requirement for the site, this Amendment relies on a new parking
study to again support a revision to the parking requirement for the site in response to
changes in the on-site parking demand.

The proposed Amendment would also authorize the continued leasing of up to 1,053
surplus parking spaces to off-site parties provided that there is sufficient parking
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provided at all times to meet the peak parking demand of on-site tenants of the Yahoo
Center as calculated based on the parking ratios established by this Amendment.

As previously noted, the proposed Amendment also requires the Applicant to implement
a Transportation Demand Management Program for the entire site; key components of
this TDM Program are outlined beginning on page 24 of this report.

As discussed more fully below, the Applicant’s parking study demonstrates that, in
accordance with current and forecast peak-hour parking availability, the proposed base
parking ratio of one space per 500 square feet of floor area devoted to office use more
accurately documents current parking usage patterns at the site in comparison to the
current parking ratio for office use, and allows for the leasing of surplus parking to nontenants while still providing sufficient parking to meet the peak demand of on-site
tenants.

Planning Commission Action
The Planning Commission discussed the proposed Amendment to the Development
Agreement on May 18, 2011; eight members of the public spoke at the hearing. While
there was agreement that the LUCE supports the establishment of shared parking
programs, the Commission recommended that the City Council not approve the
Amendment unless the following five issues are addressed at the Council hearing:


Provide a section in the Amendment that reiterates applicability of current
provisions for administrative citations, compliance orders, and administrative
penalties.
o

o

Staff and the Applicant do not agree on this issue; staff recommends that
the following provision be included in the Draft Amendment:
o Enforcement. The City, at its discretion, shall be entitled to apply the
remedies set forth in Chapters 1.09 and 1.10 of the City’s Municipal
Code.
The Applicant states that inclusion of this provision in the Draft Amendment
is unnecessary because it re-states authority the City already has pursuant
to Chapters 1.09 and 1.10 of the City’s Municipal Code (Administrative
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Citations; Compliance Orders/Administrative Penalties) and inappropriately
sets forth administrative remedies to serve as contractual remedies.


Require an increased Average Vehicle Ridership (AVR) goal concurrent with
operation of Expo light rail.
o Staff and Applicant agree on this issue; it is addressed in TDM Plan Section
“Performance Measurement and Standards”.



Provide verification that the Applicant has paid the City’s Parking Facility Tax for
the previous/current leasing of parking spaces to off-site parties.
o The Applicant has provided Parking Facility Tax information as Attachment
G. The City’s Finance Department has also confirmed that the Applicant has
regularly and timely submitted all required payments associated with the
City’s Parking Facility Tax.



Provide data that establishes the baseline Average Vehicle Ridership for the site.
o Due to time constraints, a comprehensive AVR survey for all on-site
employees was not conducted. However, as set forth in Attachment F,
review of large employer data, which covers approximately 84% of the site’s
total office area, shows that the baseline AVR of currently-surveyed
employees is 1.31.
o Staff agrees with the Applicant’s methodology for establishing the site’s
baseline AVR by analyzing the most current data from large employers with
50+ employees at the Yahoo Center.



Provide financial analysis showing the revenue generated from leasing parking
spaces to off-site parties compared with the cost of implementing the proposed
TDM Plan and other community benefits.
o The Applicant has not provided this information.
o Staff agrees that this data would not be directly relevant to the discussion of
the shared parking proposal and the previously-outlined key issues
associated with the Amendment. The principal benefit of the Amendment is
the unique opportunity to implement key LUCE policies with an existing
development site.

The Planning Commission also recommended that the Council require the following
seven measures be included in the Amendment:


Provide visible signage that clearly states availability of free parking for users of
the on-site public park on weekends and holidays.
o Staff and the Applicant agree on this issue; it is addressed in Draft
Amendment Section 1h.
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Auto dealerships who lease parking from Applicant are restricted from delivering
vehicles to the site by driving on residential streets and are restricted from
delivering vehicles to the site during peak hours.
o Staff and the Applicant agree on this issue; it is addressed in Draft
Amendment Section 1j.



Require Applicant to notify tenants that employees are prohibited from parking on
surrounding neighborhood streets.
o Staff and the Applicant agree on this issue; it is addressed in TDM Plan
measure #8.
Prior to submittal of annual development agreement compliance reports, the
Applicant is required to host a neighborhood meeting that is noticed to the public
to discuss compliance with Agreement terms.
o Staff and the Applicant agree on this issue; it is addressed in Draft
Amendment Section 1i.





Require off-site parties who lease parking for their employees to participate in the
Transportation Management Association (TMA) unless already subject to other
more stringent City TDM requirements.
o Applicant does not propose to require off-site parties who lease parking for
their employees to participate in the TMA as nearby commercial users will
already be encouraged to participate in the TMA in accordance with TDM
Plan Measure #14.
o Staff agrees that this approach to encourage nearby commercial entities to
participate in the site’s TMA will address the desire to expand and enhance
TDM measures for area businesses.



Increase on-site bicycle parking.
o Staff and the Applicant agree on this issue; the Applicant has agreed to
further increase the amount of bicycle parking on site to accommodate a
minimum of 117 bicycles as reflected in TDM Plan Measure #9.



Expand scope of Transportation Management Association (TMA) to include
nearby commercial uses.
o Staff and the Applicant agree on this issue; it is addressed in TDM Plan
Measure #14.

Summary of Parking Demand Study Findings
Provided as Attachment D is the April 25, 2011 Yahoo Center Parking Demand Study,
(“parking demand study”) that was prepared by Linscott, Law & Greenspan, Engineers,
in conjunction with this Amendment application. The parking demand study addresses
the following five key topics:
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1) Existing Yahoo Center tenant occupancy and vacancies and parking leases;
2) Weekday parking counts conducted at project site, including the determination of
the peak parking utilization at the highest hour of demand;
3) Current Yahoo Center Development Agreement parking requirements;
4) Proposed revision to the parking ratio for office space and forecast of peak
parking demand under full-occupancy conditions at the Yahoo Center; and
5) Number of parking spaces that can be leased to non-tenants while providing an
adequate supply of parking for tenants and visitors of the Yahoo Center.
Summary: Existing Yahoo Center Tenant Occupancy/Vacancies & Parking Leases
The Yahoo Center provides approximately 1,024,074 square feet of floor area in a total
of six buildings and 3,086 parking spaces in a subterranean garage. At the time the
parking utilization observations were conducted for the parking study in early December
2010, approximately 684,919 square feet of building floor area at the Yahoo Center was
occupied, yielding a vacancy of approximately 339,155 SF of tenant space for office use
(including underutilized spaces not fully occupied at the beginning of December 2010).

At the time the parking utilization observations were conducted in early December 2010,
there were parking leases for a total of approximately 4,063 parking spaces comprised
of the following user groups:


Tenant Leases: approximately 3,010 parking spaces were leased out to existing
tenants (including 640 parking spaces for members of the on-site gym)



Non-Tenant Leases: approximately 1,053 unassigned parking spaces were
leased out to non-tenants (off-site parties): 643 spaces leased to nearby
commercial & institutional users and 410 spaces leased to automobile
dealerships.

While the total number of leases for on-site tenants and off-site parties totals (4,063
spaces) exceeds the supply of parking at the Yahoo Center (3,086 spaces), it is
common for parking operators to oversubscribe a parking facility based on usage
patterns that demonstrate that not all lessees are on site at the same time. This could
result from employees who are not all on-site on a typical work day as a result of
telecommuting, vacation, or attendance at off-site conferences. Another example is the
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on-site health club lease for 640 parking spaces. Published data regarding shared
parking and peak parking demand indicate that the peak hour for health club use is in
the evening, a time when the demand for parking from on-site office uses is at its
lowest.

Summary: Weekday Parking Counts and Peak Parking Utilization/Demand
Parking utilization observations (parking counts) were conducted on two consecutive
weekdays on Wednesday, December 1, 2010 and Thursday, December 2, 2010; data
was collected on an hourly basis from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM in order to reflect typical
weekday parking conditions and identify the peak parking demand that occurs at the
Yahoo Center associated with various user groups including on-site tenants, visitors,
and non-tenant lessees (i.e., off-site parties).

As detailed more fully in Table I of the parking demand study, the following peak parking
utilization periods were identified:


Wednesday, December 1, 2010: 2,295 of 3,086 existing spaces were utilized at
12:00 PM (74.4% of total supply / 791 space surplus)



Thursday, December 2, 2010: 2,263 of 3,086 existing spaces were utilized at
11:00 AM (73.3% of total supply / 823 space surplus)

Summary: Comparison of Current & Proposed Base Parking Requirement
As noted earlier in this report, the Development Agreement for the site was last
amended by the City Council in 1987; at that time the parking requirement for the
project was modified to include parking ratios to be applied to different land uses on
site. The Applicant proposes to modify the base parking ratio for office use; no other
changes are proposed to these base parking ratios established in 1987 provided below:
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• Office:

1 space/322 SF

• Restaurants:

1 space/3.0 seats

• Fast-Food:

1 space/7.5 seats

• Retail:

1 space/500 SF

• Theaters:

1 space/3.0 seats

• Medical Office:

1 space/250 SF

As detailed more fully in Table 2 of the parking demand study, a calculation was done to
identify the parking requirement for the project using occupied square footage and the
parking ratios currently specified in the Development Agreement, including the one
space/322 SF of floor area for office use which is the base ratio that yields the highest
number of spaces per 1,000 SF1. The result of this calculation was then compared to
the observed parking demand on the survey day when occupancy was higher
(Wednesday, December 1, 2011).

For the purposes of this comparison and the calculation of forecast parking demand to
be discussed later in this report, it is assumed that 90% (948 spaces) of the 1,053
parking spaces leased to non-tenants were occupied on these survey days. This
utilization factor is, in part, due to the cost associated with leasing these spaces; nontenants would likely not lease off-site parking unless there is actual demand for the
spaces. In addition, spaces leased by auto dealerships are typically utilized on a
consistent basis because dealership vehicles are parked for longer periods of time and
typically not moved on a daily basis.

The results of the comparison between the number of DA-required parking spaces for
the currently-occupied tenant space (2,087) and observed parking utilization, show that
based on the square footage of occupied tenant space in early December 2010, the
current Development Agreement overstates the parking necessary to meet this on-site
1

The current Development Agreement requires the following parking ratios for office use: 1 space/322 SF at 10:00
AM, 1 space/350 SF at 1:00 PM, 1 space/335 SF at 2:00 PM, and 1 space/3,220 SF at 7:00 PM. This parking study
analysis modifies the base rate of 1 space/322 SF and adjusts the requirement at each analysis hour in accordance
with the current Development Agreement. See page 4 of the parking demand study for additional information.
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tenant demand by approximately 740 spaces. This analysis is detailed in Table 2 of the
parking demand study and is summarized below:


Current Development Agreement Requirement: Based on the 684,919 SF of
occupied tenant space in early December 2010, the 10:00 AM period would yield
the highest parking requirement of 2,087 spaces using the current parking ratio
of 1 space/322 SF of office floor area.



Observed Peak Parking Utilization: 2,295 spaces were utilized at 12:00 PM on
December 1, 2010. This peak observation includes the 948 spaces leased to
non-tenants, as noted above.
o Observed Peak Parking Utilization for On-Site Tenants Only: adjusted
parking demand of 1,347 spaces for the 684,919 SF of occupied tenant
space in early December 2010. (2,295 spaces utilized minus the 948
spaces assumed to be utilized by non-tenant lessees).



Current Development Agreement Parking Requirement vs. Observed Utilization:
The current Development Agreement requires 2,087 spaces for the occupied
tenant space documented in early December 2010. The adjusted parking
demand for the occupied tenant space measured on December 1, 2010 equals
1,347 spaces. The difference between the calculated requirement per the
Development Agreement and the actual demand associated with the occupied
tenant space is approximately 740 spaces.

Summary: Proposed Office Space Parking Ratio & Forecast Peak Demand
Based on the parking utilization observations conducted on December 1-2, 2010, a
revision to the base parking ratio for office use is proposed at one space per 500 SF of
floor area, instead of the current requirement of one space per 332 SF of floor area.

As detailed more fully in Table 3 of the parking demand study, this updated base
parking ratio results in a current parking requirement that is closely aligned with the
parking demand observed on December 1-2, 2010. An example of this is provided
below that indicates a 13 space difference between the peak hour demand using the
one space/500 SF formula and the observed peak demand at 11:00 AM:


Current Peak Hour Demand: 11:00 AM peak hour demand forecast using the one
space/500 SF ratio for office space yields a parking demand of approximately
2,307 spaces (1,359 spaces + 948 spaces leased to non-tenants).
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Current Observed Parking Utilization: At the 11:00 AM observation hour,
approximately 2,294 spaces were occupied (includes 948 spaces leased to nontenants).

An analysis was also conducted to determine if sufficient parking would be available
under the following conditions:


Full occupancy at the Yahoo Center: 974,198 SF occupied (5% vacancy rate
considered “full occupancy” for facilities of this size)



Use of the revised base parking ratio of one space per 500 SF of office floor area
to calculate the parking requirement for the currently-vacant/underutilized office
space (289,279 SF)



Continued leasing of up to 1,053 parking spaces to non-tenants (off-site parties)

With respect to the full-occupancy conditions at the Yahoo Center outlined above, the
following summarizes the parking demand forecast provided in the parking demand
study:


Forecast Full Occupancy Parking Demand: There would be a peak demand of
2,991 spaces at the 11:00 AM peak period, compared to a total parking supply of
3,086 spaces on site. This forecast peak demand utilizes a conservative
methodology with 1,359 spaces required for the occupied tenant space; 579
spaces for the vacant/underutilized tenant space; and 100% utilization of the
1,053 spaces leased to off-site parties.



Forecast Full Occupancy Peak Parking Demand Surplus: There would be
approximately 95 surplus spaces available under a full occupancy scenario.

Based on this forecast of peak parking demand under full occupancy conditions (5%
vacancy rate), there is still a margin of approximately 95 surplus spaces that would be
available for tenants and visitors.

In addition, should the need arise, the Applicant would be able to manage its parking
resources in order to help ensure that the needs of on-site tenants and visitors are
accommodated by expanding its on-site valet assisted/stacked parking program to
accommodate particular peak periods and increase total on-site parking capacity by an
additional 300+ spaces.
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As discussed previously, the Applicant would be required by this Amendment to
provide, at all times, a sufficient number of on-site parking spaces to meet the peak
demand of its Yahoo Center tenants in accordance with the parking ratios established
by this Amendment. In the event that the Applicant does not comply with this
requirement, the Applicant would be required to reduce the number of parking spaces
that are leased to non-tenants and make those spaces available to on-site tenants.

Relationship Between Building Area and Parking Demand
The data and analysis detailed in the Yahoo Center Parking Demand Study is
consistent with the relationship between building area and associated parking demand
ratios that has been documented by leading authorities on parking such as the Urban
Land Institute (ULI): Shared Parking 2nd Edition, the Institute of Transportation
Engineers (ITE): Parking Generation 3rd Edition2, and related parking design training
materials. In summary, base parking ratios for office development are recommended on
a sliding scale based on the square footage of the project; as the size of office buildings
increase, the parking demand ratio decreases.3 For example, The Urban Land Institute
suggests the following base parking ratios for office buildings of various sizes, based on
“peak parking spaces required with virtually 100% auto use and typical ridesharing for
suburban conditions”4:


Office buildings less than 25,000 SF …………………. 3.8 spaces/1,000 SF



Office buildings between 25,000 & 100,000 SF ……... 3.8 - 3.4 spaces/1,000 SF



Office buildings greater than 500,000 SF …………….. 2.8 spaces/1,000 SF

The base parking ratios identified above demonstrate that parking demand decreases
as the size of the office development increases – even in a suburban setting with
virtually no alternative modes of transportation factored into the analysis. This pattern is
relevant to the proposed Development Agreement Amendment for the Yahoo Center

2

rd

Parking Generation, 3 ed. (Washington D.C.: Institute of Transportation Engineers, 2004).
“Building area can affect demand”: source: DKS Associates presented in “New Tools for Parking Design and Analysis” by Institute
of Transportation Engineers Professional Development Department, March 3, 2011.
4
nd
Shared Parking, 2 ed. (Washington D.C.: ULI-the Urban Land Institute, 2005).
3
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and the validity of this relationship between building area and parking demand is
supported by the 2010 Yahoo Center parking demand study.

While the Yahoo Center’s demand study identifies a base parking ratio that is lower
than the ULI data cited above, it is notable that these ratios are assumed for
developments with nearly 100% auto use and typical suburban rideshare patterns.

The ULI also provides published observation data on weekday office use and its
associated peak accumulation of parked vehicles in both suburban and urban settings.
Within an urban setting, the observed parking demand for office use resulted in a range
of between 1.46 spaces and 3.43 spaces per 1,000 SF of gross floor area5:
•

Suburban setting, office ……..………….…….… 0.86 – 5.58 spaces / 1,000 SF

•

Urban setting, office ………………............….… 1.46 – 3.43 spaces / 1,000 SF

Given the Yahoo Center’s location in Santa Monica, and based on a review of current
employer data provided to the City for companies with 50+ employees at the Yahoo
Center, it is likely that ridesharing, use of public transit, bicycling, walking, and
telecommuting, occur at higher rates than the typical suburban office environment that
the Urban Land Institute based its ratios upon. In addition, the proposed Amendment
includes an expanded TDM program requirement, which is detailed later in this report
under the discussion of public benefits. This expanded TDM program will further reduce
single vehicle trips and parking demand.

Furthermore, the infrastructure that is necessary to support a reduction in vehicle trips
to/from employment sites and a reduction in associated employee parking demand is
better developed today than in 1987 when the current parking ratios for the Yahoo
Center were established. For example, the presence of a more comprehensive public
transit system, an improved bicycle route network, and enhanced computer and mobile

5

Ibid.
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communication technology to facilitate telecommuting, all have an influence on the way
employees – particularly office employees – work and routinely access a job site. Given
these factors, the Yahoo Center is more consistent with the ULI observation data
associated with office uses in an urban setting identified above, and its proposed office
use parking ratio of 1 space per 500 SF of floor area (2 spaces per 1,000 SF) is within
the range of the ULI’s observation data for urban office uses.

Finally, both the ULI and ITE guidance emphasizes collecting data for a specific site or
geographic area as preferable to relying on published data alone. A study, such as the
one completed for the Yahoo Center, can better document and account for unique site
characteristics and area conditions.

Current Measures Implemented to Reduce Neighborhood Spillover
In order to address concerns about potential parking spillover into the surrounding
residential neighborhoods, several requirements are already incorporated in the current
Development Agreement. These measures include the following:


All leases and subleases must include a provision that requires on-site tenants,
including the restaurant/retail areas and health club, to offer validated parking for
a minimum of three (3) hours to all regular visitors, customers, and members.



Visitors to the on-site park receive free parking on weekends and holidays.



Public events with anticipated attendance of 500 or more held at the on-site park
or plaza must include free parking or the price of parking must be included in the
event ticket price; event advertising must include a description of on-site parking
and state, if applicable, that event parking is free or included in the ticket price.

In addition to these Development Agreement requirements, the applicant also provides,
as a courtesy to the community, free parking for visitors to the on-site park on
weekdays, in addition to the weekend and holiday requirement, and to attendees of onsite Community Room events and meetings.

Finally, the vast majority of the residential streets surrounding the project site are
protected by Preferential Parking Zones that specifically limit on-street parking to area
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residents with a permit. The Preferential Parking Zones on the streets surrounding the
Yahoo Center have different restrictions; there are both total and partial restrictions with
various times the particular zone is in effect. A common Preferential Parking Zone
restriction in the immediate area limits street parking between the hours of 8:00 AM to
12:00 AM (midnight), except by holders of preferential parking permits. Preferential
Parking Zones near the site are indicated in red on the map below:

Shared Parking: Consistent with LUCE Transportation Strategy & Parking Policies
As the City implements the goals and policies contained in the Land Use and Circulation
Element of the City’s General Plan, development agreements and subsequent
amendments are an important tool to ensure that projects incorporate and further these
principles that support a sustainable community with more effective congestion
management and parking resource management.

In this regard, the LUCE makes

changes in the way the City addresses its critical land use policies as it integrates land
use with transportation and parking policies to achieve a reduction in vehicle trips, which
also addresses congestion management and air quality goals.

The proposed Amendment to the Yahoo Center Development Agreement is an
opportunity to implement key LUCE policies because it allows historically underutilized,
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surplus parking spaces to be shared with other users, while still maintaining sufficient
parking to meet the peak parking demand of its on-site tenants. It is important to note
that the Yahoo Center has historically underutilized spaces, in part because modes of
transportation and working patterns have changed, and because when the parking
requirement was established in 1983, spaces were required in excess of the number
necessary to meet the site’s peak parking demand. This was done in response to a
desire to protect adjacent residential neighborhoods from potential spill-over impacts
associated with a shortage of on-site parking.

However, as discussed earlier in this report, leading authorities on parking such as the
Urban Land Institute now recognize the effects that an urban location and increased
office development floor area have on reducing peak parking demand. Moreover, since
the project was originally approved, preferential parking zones have been established
throughout the adjacent residential areas to address potential employee/visitor spill-over
from area commercial uses. Therefore, with protective measures in place for adjacent
residential areas, and the documented underutilization of parking spaces at the Yahoo
Center, there is an opportunity for shared use of the parking garage.

The Yahoo Center development is located in the Office Campus Land Use Designation.
This land use designation is applied to limited areas of the City that are currently
developed with substantial office campus uses and are not expected to change during
the time horizon of the LUCE (2030). As discussed more fully below, one of the key
provisions of the LUCE is centered on implementing coordinated transportation demand
management and parking management strategies in the City’s districts that actively
encourage shared parking and a reduction in vehicle trips.

More specifically, the following are the relevant General Plan policies set forth in the
LUCE that address the proposed Amendment to the Yahoo Center Development
Agreement:
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(1)

“Utilize parking and TDM Districts to facilitate efficient use of parking resources,
shared and reduced parking opportunities, and trip reduction goals.” (LUCE
Citywide Land Use Policy LU4.8, p. 2.1-14)

(2)

“Adjust parking requirements for projects when it can be demonstrated that a
lower parking demand is appropriate.” (LUCE Circulation Policy T26.4, p. 4.0-73)

(3)

“Consider allowing developers to meet their minimum parking requirements via
shared parking between uses, payment of in-lieu fees, or off-site parking within a
reasonable walking distance.” (LUCE Circulation Policy T26.7, p. 4.0-73)

(4)

“If the owners and operators of properties can demonstrate that they have more
parking than is actually necessary to meet the needs of their various users
(employees, visitors, etc.), consider developing parking efficiency strategies that
include leasing their surplus parking to help alleviate parking shortages and avoid
development of unnecessary parking.” (LUCE Circulation Policy T26.11, p. 4.073)

(5)

“Impose appropriate Transportation Demand Management (TDM) requirements
for new development.” (LUCE Circulation Policy T19.2, p. 4.0-63)

(6)

“Create incentives for existing employers, institutions and residential
neighborhoods to reduce their vehicle trips.” (LUCE Circulation Policy T19.3, p.
4.0-63)

(7)

“Strengthen the Transportation Management Ordinance to further reduce trips
generated by existing employees” … through establishment of Transportation
Management Associations for private employers. (LUCE TDM discussion, p. 4.060)

The goals and policies discussed above, and set forth in the City’s General Plan,
encourage more active management of parking resources through implementation of
parking efficiency strategies such sharing of existing, surplus parking between different
user groups and/or neighboring uses, lowering parking requirements, and parking
pricing to reduce the demand for parking. These General Plan policies also work with
the LUCE Transportation Demand Management strategy to reduce vehicle trips and
associated parking demand.

The Applicant’s continued provision of up to 1,053 private-owned parking spaces into
the area’s overall shared parking supply is a significant resource that will help alleviate
parking shortages by creating a mechanism to more efficiently managing existing
parking resources on an area-wide basis. The shared use of the Yahoo Center parking
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facility is a tangible way to implement a parking efficiency strategy called for by the
LUCE in order to better match the area’s existing supply of underutilized spaces with
the parking demand generated by other area users.

Moreover, the shared use of this parking resource facilitates the conservation of
additional resources that would otherwise be expended on developing unnecessary
parking in the area, thereby reducing the constructed-related impacts associated with
this type of new development. For example, shared parking at the Yahoo Center helps
to address the practical necessity of providing vehicle storage for auto dealers that
would otherwise need to be accommodated through construction of parking structures
along the City’s commercial boulevards; it also helps neighboring businesses with
limited on-site parking to provide employee and/or visitor parking in order to limit
overflow on to neighborhood streets.

Finally, the proposed Amendment also includes the requirement to implement an
expanded, facility-wide TDM Program that includes the formation of a coordinated
Transportation Management Association (TMA) for the entire facility with outreach
required to neighboring commercial uses; provision of additional bicycle parking on site;
and the establishment of a parking cash out program for tenants to incentivize
employees to use alternative modes of transportation to/from work.

Environmental Analysis
The project is Categorically Exempt from the provisions of the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15301, Class 1, which
specifies that projects that consist of the operation, leasing, or minor alteration of
existing public or private structures or facilities and that involve negligible or no
expansion of an existing use are exempt from the provision of CEQA requiring the
preparation of environmental documents.
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The proposed project is Categorically Exempt from the provision of CEQA because it
involves an amendment to an existing Development Agreement for the Yahoo Center
office development to permit the continued leasing of existing on-site, surplus parking
spaces to off-site parties (non-tenants) and to amend the current parking demand
formulae that establish the number of existing parking spaces required to serve the mix
of uses on site. The leasing of on-site parking spaces to off-site parties is a practice that
has been continuously implemented by the facility since at least 2004 and the revised
parking demand formulae reflect current parking usage patterns and would not result in
the loss of any of the approximately 3,086 existing parking space on site. No new
construction or expansion of the existing mixed use office development and associated
subterranean parking garage is proposed with the project. Therefore, the pending
project to amend the Development Agreement is consistent with the Class 1 Categorical
Exemption set forth in CEQA Guidelines Section 15301.

Development Agreement
Summary of Development Agreement Amendment Terms
The following is a summary of the nine sections of the proposed Development
Agreement Amendment provided as Attachment A:
Section 1a. Parking


Parking Demand Formula provided as Exhibit A to the Fourth Amendment is
deleted; parking for the Yahoo Center will be calculated in accordance with
Exhibit A of the Amendment.
o

Parking ratio: 1 space/500 SF of office floor area.

o

Lease up to 1,053 parking spaces to non-tenants, including for storage of
automobiles, provided that sufficient parking is provided at all times to meet
peak demand of on-site tenants based on actual mix of uses on site.

o

Provide unlimited number of parking spaces to non-tenants in connection
with special events in the evenings, on weekends, and holidays.

o

Maintain at all times a current list of cumulative floor area for each use
category, the actual number of parking spaces required to meet the actual
mix of uses based on the largest of the parking demand, and the number of
spaces leased to non-tenants. This information shall be also provided to the
City within ten days of execution of this Amendment.
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o

Applicant shall submit documentation to the City within ten days of execution
of a Yahoo Center tenant lease for a use that is different from the prior use of
the leased premises and as part of the City’s annual review of the
Agreement.

Section 1b. Transportation Demand Management Program


Owner shall comply with the requirements of the Traffic Demand Management
(“TDM”) Plan attached as Exhibit B to the Amendment.



Owner’s inability to achieve the AVR target in the TDM Plan shall not constitute a
default within the meaning of this Agreement, provided that Owner is taking all
reasonable and feasible steps to meet such a target.



Subject to approval by the Planning Director, Owner may modify the TDM Plan;
provided that the TDM Plan, as modified, can be demonstrated to be equal or
superior in its effectiveness at mitigating the traffic-generating effects of
improvements at the site.

Section 1c. No Mandated Free Parking


Applicant shall not be required to mandate its tenants provide free parking to
their employees.

Section 1d. City Cost Recovery


Following completion of each Periodic Review specified in Section 16 of the
Development Agreement, CA-Colorado Center, L.L.C, shall reimburse the City
for its actual and reasonable costs incurred in connection with its annual review
of compliance with the Development Agreement.

Section 1e-f. Specific Performance & Damage Claims


Establishes provisions that are consistent with more current Development
Agreements with respect to the remedy of specific performance and City and
Applicant damage claims.

Section 1g. Enforcement


Enforcement. The City, at its discretion, shall be entitled to apply the remedies
set forth in Chapters 1.09 and 1.10 of the City’s Municipal Code.
[Proposed by City but not agreed to by Owner.]

Section 1h. Additional Signage


Provides for signage adjacent to the on-site park to inform visitors that free
parking is provided on weekends and holidays for park visitors.
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Section 1i. Continuing Community Outreach


Property Owner shall be required to host an annual community meeting to
identify and address any issues associated with the Owner’s compliance with the
Development Agreement. Notification of the meeting will be mailed to residents
and property owners within a 500-foot radius.

Section 1j. Deliveries from Auto Dealerships


Delivery of automobiles from automobile dealerships to the project site shall not
occur during normal a.m. and p.m. peak traffic hours; oversized car carriers shall
not travel to and from the project site via local residential streets.

Public Benefits
The following is a summary of the key Transportation Demand Management Plan
elements the Applicant will be required to implement in order to reduce overall parking
demand at the site and vehicle trips within the area:

Transportation Demand Management Program
Performance Measurement and Standards
1. The Yahoo Center shall conduct employee transportation surveys for purposes of
establishing a baseline average vehicle ridership (AVR) for the entire site.
2. The Yahoo Center shall establish a target AVR equivalent to a 1.5 AVR during
peak periods (AM and PM) by November 2013. In addition, the target AVR shall
increase to be equivalent to a 1.6 AVR once the Phase II of the Expo line is
complete and operating as currently anticipated. (Note: as presented in greater
detail in Attachment F, the baseline AVR for the site is 1.31)
3. After the completion of the first employee transportation survey, subsequent
surveys shall be conducted at the Yahoo Center on an annual basis for purposes
of measuring AVR, assessing the progress towards attainment of the target AVR,
and determining potential modifications to the TDM plan to enhance
performance.
TDM Plan Program Elements
1. Transportation Information Center. The Yahoo Center shall provide on-site
information for employees and visitors about local public transit services and
bicycle facilities (including routes, rental and sales locations, and on-site bicycle
racks), walking and biking maps for employees and visitors which shall include
but not be limited to information about convenient local services and restaurants
within walking distance of the Project.
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2. TDM Web Site Information. The Yahoo Center shall be required to make
available via a web site transportation information such as the items noted in No.
1 above, including links to local transit providers, area walking, and bicycling
maps to inform employees and visitors of available alternative transportation
modes to access the project site and travel in the area. In addition, the Yahoo
Center shall distribute, by email or otherwise, a quarterly newsletter regarding the
TDM plan.
3. Employee Transportation Coordinator. An Employee Transportation Coordinator
(ETC) shall be designated for this site by the Yahoo Center. The ETC shall
manage all aspects of this TDM program and participate in City-sponsored
workshops and information roundtables. As the Project is occupied by multiple
users, the Yahoo Center shall establish a site-specific Transportation
Management Association (TMA), to encourage the implementation of TDM
strategies for the tenants of the Yahoo Center. The ETC shall be responsible for
making available information materials on options for alternative transportation
modes and opportunities. In addition, transit fare media and day/month passes
will be made available through the ETC to employees and visitors during typical
business hours. The ETC shall contact or require each tenant to contact each
employee at least once a year with an offer of personalized commute assistance
and information, rideshare matching and incentives.
4. Vanpool/Carpool Matching Program. The Yahoo Center shall provide at no cost
to project site employees – either in-house or through a qualified third party such
as Metro – a service which matches potential carpool and vanpool partners. To
enhance potential rideshare matching opportunities, carpool and vanpool
matching should be coordinated with employees at the project site, as well as
employees at nearby employee centers (for example, the Water Garden).
5. Preferential Parking Program. The Yahoo Center shall provide preferential
parking within the parking garage for project site employees who commute to
work in employer registered carpools and vanpools. An employee who drives to
work with at least one other employee in the project or adjacent facilities may
register as a carpool/vanpool entitled to preferential parking.
6. Parking Availability for Non-Building Users. Consistent with providing sufficient
on-site parking to meet the peak demand of its on-site tenants, the Yahoo Center
will make any unused on-site commercial parking available for monthly lease at
market rates to third parties in the surrounding area in need of parking.
7. Parking Pricing. Hourly parking pricing shall be market-based and adjusted
periodically in an effort to ensure parking availability for tenants and their
employees and visitors during peak parking hours.
8. No Tenant Parking on Residential Streets. The Yahoo Center shall include in all
new tenant leases a provision requiring tenants to inform their employees not to
park on residential streets in the vicinity of the Yahoo Center.
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9. Convenient Parking for Bicycle Commuters. The Yahoo Center shall provide
location(s) within the garage or other convenient location relative to the
commercial component of the Project for secure parking for bicycle commuters
for employees working at the site and visitors to the site for a minimum of 117
bicycles, which is equivalent to approximately 3.8% of the total vehicle parking
spaces (3,086 spaces) provided for the Project. The secure bicycle parking will
be located within the Project site such that long-term and short-term parkers can
be accommodated. For purposes of this requirement, bicycle parking may mean
bicycle racks, a locked cage, or other secure parking area. The Yahoo Center
shall increase the amount of secured bicycle on an as-needed basis based on
actual demand. The Yahoo Center shall provide tenants and their employees
with information regarding the availability of secured bicycle parking as part of its
TDM efforts.
10. Compressed Work Week Schedule. The Yahoo Center shall require in all new
leases it executes as landlord for space within the project site that, when
commercially feasible, a Compressed Work Week schedule shall be offered to
employees whereby their hours of employment may be scheduled in a manner
which reduces trips to/from the worksite during peak hours for the surrounding
streets.
11. Flex-Time Schedule. The Yahoo Center shall require in all new leases it
executes as landlord for space within the project site that, when commercially
feasible, employers shall permit employees within the project site to adjust their
work hours in order to accommodate public transit schedules, rideshare
arrangements, or off-peak hour commuting.
12. Guaranteed Return Trip. The Yahoo Center shall require in all new leases it
executes as landlord for space within the project site that, when commercially
feasible, tenants provide employees who vanpool or carpool, with a return trip to
their point of commute origin at no additional cost to the employee, when a
Personal Emergency Situation (per Metro’s guidelines) requires it. The Yahoo
Center shall contact Metro to participate in Metro’s program as appropriate.
13. Parking Cash Out. The Yahoo Center shall require in all new leases it executes
as landlord for space within the project site a provision requiring tenants to offer
parking cash outs to their employees. Such leases may require employees to
pay market rates for parking; provided, however, that tenants shall be permitted
to cover employee parking costs, on condition they offer employees equivalent
reimbursement amount in the form of taxable cash or non-taxable commuter
benefits, including monthly transit passes.
14. Transportation Management Association (TMA). The Yahoo Center shall require
in all new leases it executes as landlord for space within the Project a provision
requiring tenants to participate in the TMA, and the Yahoo Center shall
encourage existing tenants to participate in the TMA. The Yahoo Center may
pass through the costs of operating the TMA to tenants. The Yahoo Center shall
use reasonable efforts to encourage non-tenant businesses in the vicinity of the
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Yahoo Center to join the TMA. In addition, the TMA shall actively promote TDM
measures, provide new-employee packages, hold at least three events annually,
and offer incentives for trial ridership, contests, etc.
15. Changes to TDM Program. Subject to approval by the City’s Planning Director,
the Yahoo Center can modify this TDM program provided the TDM program, as
modified, can be demonstrated as equal or superior in its effectiveness at
mitigating the traffic-generating effects of this Project.
Periodic Reporting Requirement
The Applicant would be required to maintain at all times a current list of cumulative floor
area for each use category, the actual number of parking spaces required to meet the
actual mix of uses based on the largest of the parking demand, and the number of
spaces leased to non-tenants. The Applicant would be required to provide this
information to the City within ten days of execution of this Amendment and would also
be required to submit documentation to the City within ten days of execution of a Yahoo
Center tenant lease for a use that is different from the prior use of the leased premises.
Finally, as part of the City’s annual review of the Agreement, the Applicant is required to
provide the list of cumulative floor area for each use category, the actual number of
parking spaces required to meet the actual mix of uses based on the largest of the
parking demand, and the number of spaces leased to non-tenants.

Subsequent Review and Monitoring
The existing Development Agreement provides that annual review of the Development
Agreement for compliance with all terms of the Agreement is required and that the
Applicant shall submit a report annually demonstrating compliance with Agreement
terms. With this proposed Amendment, the Applicant would be required to reimburse
the City for its actual and reasonable costs incurred in connection with its annual review
for compliance with the Development Agreement.

Conclusion
CA-Colorado Center, L.L.C., proposes to amend its Development Agreement with the
City to revise the base parking ratio for office use on the site from the current
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requirement of one parking space per 322 SF of office floor area to one parking space
per 500 SF of office floor area. This Amendment would also authorize leasing of up to
1,053 existing surplus parking spaces to off-site parties, consistent with the facility’s
long-standing practice of leasing these underutilized spaces while still maintaining
sufficient parking for its on-site tenants.

In summary, staff’s recommendation of approval is based on the following key factors:


A detailed parking study demonstrates that based on current and forecast peakhour parking availability, the base ratio of one parking space per 322 SF of floor
area significantly over-states the actual parking demand for the Yahoo Center
development, and that the proposed parking ratio better reflects actual usage
patterns at the site.



The approach used to calculating the site’s parking requirement is consistent with
the relationship between building area and associated parking demand ratios that
has been documented by leading authorities on parking.



The proposed Amendment represents an opportunity to begin implementation of
LUCE goals and policies focused on creating parking programs that allow
underutilized, surplus parking spaces to be shared with other users, while still
maintaining sufficient parking to meet the needs of the principle users of the
parking resource.



The provision of up to 1,053 privately-owned parking spaces as a shared
resource will assist the City in more efficiently managing existing parking on an
area-wide basis.



The shared use of the Yahoo Center parking garage facilitates conservation of
resources and reduction of construction-related neighborhood impacts.



The proposed Amendment has procedures in place to monitor compliance with
terms of the amended Agreement and requires a reduction in the number of
spaces leased to non-tenants if there are not enough spaces available to meet
on-site demand.



Finally, the proposed Amendment implements the LUCE’s Transportation
Demand Management Strategy with the requirement for a TDM plan that will
further reduce vehicle trips to the site and associated parking demand by
enhancing current trip-reduction measures already in place for large employers
at the site and will apply to all Yahoo Center tenants.
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Financial Impacts & Budget Actions
Staff costs for the Development Agreement process are paid from application fees.
There are public benefits that the developer will be required to provide pursuant to the
Development Agreement Amendment negotiations. There are no anticipated financial
or budgetary impacts to the City.

Prepared by: Roxanne Tanemori, AICP, Senior Planner

Approved:

Forwarded to Council:

Eileen P. Fogarty
Director, Planning and Community
Development Department

Rod Gould
City Manager

Attachments:
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B.
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D.
E.
F.
G.

Ordinance adopting Amendment Number 5 to the Development Agreement
Proposed Amendment Number 5 to the Development Agreement
Amendment Number 5 to the Development Agreement Findings
Yahoo Center Parking Demand Study, April 25, 2011
Public correspondence
AVR Calculation for Yahoo Center, May 31,2 011
Memorandum Regarding Parking Facility Tax, June 2, 2011
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CA:f\atty\muni\laws\barry\Yahoo Center DA Ordinance 06-14-11
City Council Meeting 06-14-11
Santa Monica, California

ORDINANCE NUMBER __________ (CCS)
(City Council Series)

AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SANTA MONICA
APPROVING AN AMENDMENT TO THE DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
BETWEEN THE CITY OF SANTA MONICA, A MUNICIPAL CORPORATION AND
CA-COLORADO CENTER L.L.C, A CALIFORNIA LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

WHEREAS, on February 22, 2011, CA-Colorado Center L.L.C., a California
Limited Partnership, submitted an application to amend the Development Agreement
for the Yahoo Center office development (formerly known as Colorado Place Phase I
and II) in order to amend the current parking demand formulae that establishes the
number of existing parking spaces required to serve the mix of uses on site, to permit
the continued leasing of existing, underutilized spaces to off-site parties, and to
establish a Transportation Demand Management Program, among other
modifications; and

WHEREAS, the development agreement is consistent with the General Plan,
as summarized below, and as detailed in the accompanying City Council staff report
prepared for this proposed project and the exhibits thereto, including, but not limited
to:
(1)

“Utilize parking and TDM Districts to facilitate efficient use of parking

resources, shared and reduced parking opportunities, and trip reduction goals.”
(LUCE Citywide Land Use Policy LU4.8, p. 2.1-14)
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(2)

“The City plans to encourage parking efficiency strategies such as

shared parking (including sharing of existing parking), lowered parking requirements,
and parking pricing to reduce the demand for parking. Reducing parking demand can
also encourage alternatives to auto travel, promoting a pedestrian-friendly urban
landscape by reducing the amount of urban space dedicated to parking.” (LUCE
Sustainability and Climate Change p. 3.1-10)
(3)

“Adjust parking requirements for projects when it can be demonstrated

that a lower parking demand is appropriate.” (LUCE Circulation Policy T26.4, p. 4.073)
(4)

“Consider allowing developers to meet their minimum parking

requirements via shared parking between uses, payment of in-lieu fees, or off-site
parking within a reasonable walking distance.” (LUCE Circulation Policy T26.7, p.
4.0-73)
(5)

“If the owners and operators of properties can demonstrate that they

have more parking than is actually necessary to meet the needs of their various users
(employees, visitors, etc.), consider developing parking efficiency strategies that
include leasing their surplus parking to help alleviate parking shortages and avoid
development of unnecessary parking.” (LUCE Circulation Policy T26.11, p. 4.0-73),

NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SANTA
MONICA DOES HEREBY ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:

SECTION 1. The Development Agreement attached hereto as Exhibit 1 and
incorporated herein by reference between the City of Santa Monica, a municipal
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corporation, and CA-Colorado Center L.L.C, a California Limited Partnership is
hereby approved.

The City Manager is authorized to execute the attached

Development Agreement.

SECTION 2. Each and every term and condition of the Development
Agreement approved in Section 1 of this Ordinance shall be and is made a part of the
Santa Monica Municipal Code and any appendices thereto. The City Council of the
City of Santa Monica finds that public necessity, public convenience, and general
welfare require that any provision of the Santa Monica Municipal Code or appendices
thereto inconsistent with the provisions of this Development Agreement, to the extent
of such inconsistencies and no further, be repealed or modified to that extent
necessary to make fully effective the provisions of this Development Agreement.

SECTION 3. Any provision of the Santa Monica Municipal Code or appendices
thereto, inconsistent with the provisions of this Ordinance, to the extent of such
inconsistencies and no further, are hereby repealed or modified to that extent
necessary to effect the provisions of this Ordinance.

SECTION 4. If any section, subsection, sentence, clause, or phrase of this
Ordinance is for any reason held to be invalid or unconstitutional by a decision of any
court of any competent jurisdiction, such decision shall not affect the validity of the
remaining portions of this Ordinance. The City Council hereby declares that it would
have passed this Ordinance, and each and every section, subsection, sentence,
clause, or phrase not declared invalid or unconstitutional without regard to whether
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any portion of the Ordinance would be subsequently declared invalid or
unconstitutional.

SECTION 5. The Mayor shall sign and the City Clerk shall attest to the
passage of this Ordinance. The City Clerk shall cause the same to be published once
in the official newspaper within 15 days after its adoption. This Ordinance shall be
effective 30 days from its adoption.

APPROVED AS TO FORM:

______________________________
MARSHA JONES MOUTRIE
City Attorney
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EXHIBIT 1
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT AMENDMENT
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Recording requested and return to:
Equity Office Management, LLC
790 E. Colorado Blvd., Suite 800
Pasadena, CA 91101
Attn: Charlie Hobey
______________________________________________________________________________

AMENDMENT NUMBER 5 TO DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
BY AND BETWEEN
THE CITY OF SANTA MONICA
AND
CA-COLORADO CENTER, L.L.C

Dated:_____________,2011

AMENDMENT NUMBER 5 TO DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
This Amendment Number 5 to Development Agreement (“Amendment No. 5) is entered
into as of the _________, 2011, by and between the CITY OF SANTA MONICA, a Charter City
organized and existing under the laws of the State of California (the "City") and CACOLORADO CENTER, L.L.C., a Delaware limited liability company (“Owner”), with
reference to the following facts:
A. The City and COLORADO PLACE LIMITED, a California Limited Partnership
(“CPL") entered into that certain Development Agreement dated October 27, 1981 and recorded
in the Official Records of the County of Los Angeles on February 24, 1982 as Instrument No.
82-193147 (the "Original Agreement"). The Original Agreement has been amended by (i)
Amendment Number 1 to Development Agreement dated July 26, 1983 recorded October 5,
1983 as Instrument No. 83-1176312, (ii) Amendment Number 2 to Development Agreement
dated April 24, 1984 recorded May 18, 1984 as Instrument No. 84-594528, (iii) Amendment
Number 3 to Development Agreement dated May 28, 1985 recorded July 19, 1985 as Instrument
No. 85-631730, and (iv) Amendment No. 4 to Development Agreement dated December 16,
1987 (“Amendment No. 4). (The Original Agreement, as amended by such amendments, is
hereinafter referred to as the "Agreement".)
B. The Agreement relates to that certain real property located in the City of Santa
Monica, State of California, described in Exhibit A to the Original Agreement (the “Property”).
Owner holds legal title to the Property as the successor in interest to CPL under the Original
Agreement. The Property is developed with a mixed use office complex commonly known as
The Yahoo Center (the “Project”)
C. Exhibit A to Amendment No. 4 specifies parking ratios for the various uses on the
Property. A Yahoo Center Parking Demand Study, dated April 25, 2011, prepared by Linscott
Law & Greenspan shows that such parking ratios significantly overstate actual parking demand
for the Project and that there are a large number of surplus parking spaces in the Project. This
Parking Demand Study has been reviewed and approved by the City.
D. The Owner has a long-standing practice of leasing these underutilized spaces while
still maintaining sufficient parking for its on-site tenants.
E. This Amendment Number 5 to the Development Agreement would authorize the
leasing of up to 1,053 existing surplus parking spaces to off-site parties (non-tenants), consistent
with the facility’s long-standing practice.
F. The City and Owner desire to amend the Agreement in the manner set forth herein in
order to (i) revise the required parking ratios, (ii) permit Owner to lease the surplus spaces to offsite users, and (iii) implement a facility-wide Transportation Demand Management Plan.
G. The City has determined that the modifications to the Agreement set forth herein are
consistent with the City's Land Use and Circulation Element (“LUCE”). More specifically,

(1) “Utilize parking and TDM Districts to facilitate efficient use of parking resources,
shared and reduced parking opportunities, and trip reduction goals.” (LUCE
Citywide Land Use Policy LU4.8, p. 2.1-14)
(2) “The City plans to encourage parking efficiency strategies such as shared parking
(including sharing of existing parking), lowered parking requirements, and
parking pricing to reduce the demand for parking. Reducing parking demand can
also encourage alternatives to auto travel, promoting a pedestrian-friendly urban
landscape by reducing the amount of urban space dedicated to parking.” (LUCE
Sustainability and Climate Change p. 3.1-10)
(3) “Adjust parking requirements for projects when it can be demonstrated that a
lower parking demand is appropriate.” (LUCE Circulation Policy T26.4, p. 4.073)
(4) “Consider allowing developers to meet their minimum parking requirements via
shared parking between uses, payment of in-lieu fees, or off-site parking within a
reasonable walking distance.” (LUCE Circulation Policy T26.7, p. 4.0-73)
(5) “If the owners and operators of properties can demonstrate that they have more
parking than is actually necessary to meet the needs of their various users
(employees, visitors, etc.), consider developing parking efficiency strategies that
include leasing their surplus parking to help alleviate parking shortages and avoid
development of unnecessary parking.” (LUCE Circulation Policy T26.11, p. 4.073)
H. The City Planning Commission held a duly noticed public hearing on May 18, 2011
with respect to the Amendment Number 5 and recommended that the City Council adopt the
proposed amendment.
I. In taking this action, the City Council has (a) specifically considered and approved the
impacts and benefits of the requested Amendment Number 5 and has concluded that this
Amendment Number 5 is consistent with the public health, safety, and welfare of the residents of
the City and the surrounding region, and as detailed above, promotes the goals, objectives, and
policies of the General Plan, (b) determined that the City has complied with all procedures
required by the Development Agreement Statutes with respect to Amendment Number 5, and (c)
duly authorized the City to enter into this Amendment Number 5.
NOW, THEREFORE, IN CONSIDERATION of the foregoing facts and the mutual
covenants set forth herein, the parties hereto agree as follows:
1. The Agreement is hereby amended in the following respects:
a. Parking. The parking requirements for the Project shall be established in
accordance with the following:

(i) The Parking Demand Formula attached as Exhibit A to Amendment No. 4 is
hereby deleted in its entirety. Parking for the Project shall be provided in accordance with the
revised Parking Demand Formula attached as Exhibit A to this Amendment No. 5 (the "Parking
Demand Formula").
(ii) The amount of required parking shall be the highest parking demand
established based on the calculations at each of the "peak" demand periods set forth in Exhibit A,
which calculations shall be based on the actual mix of uses in the Project and the respective
parking ratios for each use for each of such peak demand periods as set forth in the Parking
Demand Formula. Owner shall ensure that at all times there are parking spaces available to meet
the highest on-site tenant peak parking demand as determined in accordance with this subsection
(a)(ii) of this Paragraph 1.
(iii) Notwithstanding anything contained in the Agreement or the Santa Monica
Municipal Code to the contrary:
(A) Owner may lease up to 1,053 Project parking spaces, including leases for
vehicle storage, during normal work hours to non-tenants of the Project, subject to ensuring that
there is parking available to meet the peak demand of its on-site tenants as established by the
Parking Demand Formula and as required by subsection (a)(ii) of this Paragraph 1 and
(B) Owner may provide an unlimited number of parking spaces to non-tenants in
connection with special events in the evenings and on weekends and holidays.
(C) Owner shall maintain a list of the cumulative floor area used for each use
category, the actual number of parking spaces required to meet the actual mix of uses based on
the highest of the parking demand, and the number of spaces leased to non-tenants. Owner shall
update this list as tenant spaces are vacated and re-occupied. Owner shall submit such list to the
City within ten (10) days of the execution of this Amendment No. 5, within ten (10) days of
Owner's execution of a tenant lease for a use that is different from the prior use of the leased
premises, and as part of the City’s annual review of the Agreement.
b. TDM Program. Owner shall comply with the requirements of the Traffic
Demand Management (“TDM”) Plan attached as Exhibit B to this Amendment No. 5.
Notwithstanding for foregoing, Owner’s inability to achieve the AVR target in the TDM Plan
shall not constitute a default within the meaning of this Agreement, provided that Owner is
taking all reasonable and feasible steps to meet such target. Subject to approval by the Planning
Director, Owner may modify the TDM Plan; provided that the TDM Plan, as modified, can be
demonstrated to be equal or superior in its effectiveness at mitigating the traffic-generating
effects of improvements on the Property.
c. No Mandated Free Parking. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the
Agreement, Owner shall not be required to mandate its tenants to provide free parking to their
employees.

d. City Cost Recovery. Following completion of each Periodic Review, Owner
shall reimburse the City for its actual and reasonable costs incurred in connection with such
review.
e. Specific Performance. The City and Developer acknowledge that monetary
damages and remedies at law generally are inadequate and that specific performance is an
appropriate remedy for the enforcement of this Agreement. Therefore, unless otherwise
expressly provided herein, the remedy of specific performance shall be available to the nondefaulting party in the event of any non-monetary default.
f. No Damages Relief Against City. It is acknowledged by Owner that the City
would not have entered into this Agreement if the City were to be liable in damages under or
with respect to this Agreement or the application thereof. Consequently, and except for the
payment of attorneys’ fees and court costs, the City shall not be liable in damages to Owner and
Owner covenants on behalf of itself and its successors in interest not to sue for or claim any
damages:
(i)

for any default hereunder;

(ii)
for the regulatory taking, impairment or restriction of any right or interest
conveyed or provided hereunder or pursuant hereto; or
(iii)
arising out of or connected with any dispute, controversy or issue
regarding the application or interpretation or effect of the provisions of this Agreement.
The City and Owner agree that the provisions of this subsection (f) do not apply
for damages which:
(i)

do not arise under this Agreement;

(ii)
are not with respect to any right or interest conveyed or provided
hereunder or pursuant hereto; or
(iii) do not arise out of or which are not connected with any dispute,
controversy or issue regarding the application, interpretation, or effect of the provisions of this
Agreement to or the application of, any City rules, regulations, or official policies.
g. Enforcement. The City, at its discretion, shall be entitled to apply the remedies
set forth in Chapters 1.09 and 1.10 of the City’s Municipal Code. [Proposed by City but not
agreed to by Owner.]
h. Additional Signage.
The Owner shall post a sign adjacent to the park
informing park visitors that Owner provides free parking on weekends and holidays for park
visitors.

i. Continuing Community Outreach. The Owner shall hold an annual
community meeting at the Project site with residents in the Project vicinity. The Owner shall
provide residents and property owners within a 500-foot radius of the Project site at least 15
days’ prior written notice of such meeting by U.S. Mail. The purpose of the meetings will be to
identify and address any issues associated with the Owner’s compliance under this Agreement.
j. Deliveries from Auto Dealerships. The delivery of automobiles from
automobile dealerships to the Project site shall occur outside of the normal a.m. and p.m. peak
traffic hours (i.e., 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.). Oversize car carriers shall
not travel to and from the Project site via local residential streets.
2. Except as expressly set forth herein, all of the terms and conditions of the Agreement,
as previously modified, shall remain unmodified and in full force and effect.

3. The parties shall cause this Fifth Amendment to be recorded in the Official Records of
the Los Angeles County Recorder's Office.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Amendment Number 5 has been executed as of the date
and year first above written.
APPROVED AS TO FORM:

City Attorney

CITY OF SANTA MONICA, a municipal
corporation
By: _____________________________
City Manager

Attest: __________________________
City Clerk
CA-COLORADO CENTER, L.L.C.,
Delaware limited liability company

a

By:
CA-Colorado Center Limited
Partnership,
a
Delaware
limited
partnership, its sole member
By:
EOM GP, L.L.C., a Delaware
limited liability company, its general
partner
By:

Name:

Title:

Exhibit A
Parking Demand Formula
A. Parking Requirement Calculations
The actual number of parking spaces required for the actual mix of uses on the Property
shall be the highest of the parking demand at 10:00 AM, 11:00 AM, 12:00 PM, 1:00 PM,
or 2:00 PM weekdays, with those demands being computed in accordance with the
following rates:

B. Background
The formulae set forth above were developed utilizing the demand criteria for different
times of day established in the April 25, 2011 Yahoo Center Parking Demand Study
prepared by Linscott Law & Greenspan (“Parking Demand Study”), incorporated herein
by reference.

\

C. Example
For illustrative purposes only, application of the formulae to one of the reasonably
anticipated mix of uses on the Property is shown below and in Table 3 of the Parking
Demand Study. This application of the formulae shown below would require a total of
1,938 parking spaces to be provided to meet the peak parking demand of the on-site uses
which would authorize the leasing of up to 1,053 parking spaces to non-tenants.

Exhibit B
Traffic Demand Management Program

MEMORANDUM
To:

Dale Goldsmith
Armbruster Goldsmith & Delvac LLP

Date:

April 5, 2011

From:

David S. Shender, P.E.
Linscott, Law & Greenspan, Engineers

LLG Ref:

1-10-3880-1

Subject:

Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Plan for the Yahoo
Center at 2425 Colorado Avenue in the City of Santa Monica

This Transportation Demand Management (TDM) plan has been prepared by
Linscott, Law & Greenspan, Engineers (LLG) for the Yahoo Center located at 2425
Colorado Avenue in the City of Santa Monica. The TDM plan has been provided in
conjunction with the request by the Yahoo Center to modify its Development
Agreement with the City of Santa Monica to permit the leasing of parking spaces to
non-tenants.
The Yahoo Center is an existing office complex located at 2425 Colorado Avenue in
the City of Santa Monica, California. The Center encompasses the block generally
bounded by 26th Street to the east, Cloverfield Boulevard to the west, Colorado
Avenue to the south, and Broadway to the north. The Yahoo Center complex
provides a total of 1,024,074 square feet of building floor area, with space primarily
leased to office tenants, but includes some ground floor commercial space for retail
and restaurant uses. Approximately 3,086 parking spaces are provided on-site at the
Yahoo Center in a three-level subterranean parking structure.

Transportation Demand Management Plan
A TDM plan has been prepared for the Yahoo Center as to reduce vehicular traffic
and parking generated by the development. Currently, individual tenants at the
Yahoo Center are required to prepare and submit an Employee Trip Reduction Plan
(ETRP) to the City of Santa Monica in accordance with the requirements set forth in
Santa Monica Municipal Code (SMMC) 9.16 (Transportation Management).
Performance Measurement and Standards


The Yahoo Center shall conduct employee transportation surveys in
accordance with policies and procedures set forth by the City of Santa Monica
for purposes of establishing a baseline average vehicle ridership (AVR).
Individual tenants within the Yahoo Center with 50 or more employees that
prepare Employee Trip Reduction Plans (ETRP) under City Code Section
9.16.070 shall not be required to participate in the additional transportation
survey; these qualified tenants shall make their employee transportation
survey data available to the Yahoo Center Employee Transportation
Coordinator such that a site-wide AVR can be determined.
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The Yahoo Center shall establish a target AVR equivalent to a 1.5 AVR
during peak periods (AM and PM) by November, 2013. In addition, the target
AVR shall increased to be equivalent to a 1.6 AVR, once the Phase II of the
Expo line is complete and operating as currently anticipated.


After the completion of the first employee transportation survey, subsequent
surveys shall be conducted at the Yahoo Center on an annual basis for
purposes of measuring AVR, assessing the progress towards attainment of the
target AVR, and determining potential modifications to the TDM plan to
enhance performance. Any plan revisions will be made consistent with the
procedures provided in City Code Section 9.16.070.

TDM Plan Program Elements
The specific program elements related to the TDM plan for the Yahoo Center (also
referred to herein as the “Project”) are described in the following sections.
1. Transportation Information Center. The Yahoo Center shall provide on-site
information for employees and visitors about local public transit services
(including bus lines, light rail lines [future], bus fare programs, ride share
programs, shuttles) and bicycle facilities (including routes, rental and sales
locations, and on-site bicycle racks). The Yahoo Center shall also provide
walking and biking maps for employees and visitors which shall include but
not be limited to information about convenient local services and restaurants
within walking distance of the Project. The Transportation Information
Center need not be located in a separate office but may be located in a
convenient area on-site such as a central seating area or lobby. Such
transportation information may also be provided through a computer terminal
with access to the Internet or, via a website.
2. TDM Web Site Information. The Yahoo Center shall be required to make
available via a web site transportation information such as the items noted in
No. 1 above, including links to local transit providers, area walking, bicycling
maps, etc., to inform employees and visitors of available alternative
transportation modes to access the Project site and travel in the area. In
addition, the Yahoo Center shall distribute, by email or otherwise, a quarterly
newsletter regarding the TDM plan.
3. Employee Transportation Coordinator.
An Employee Transportation
Coordinator (ETC) shall be designated for this site by the Yahoo Center as
required by the City of Santa Monica’s Transportation Management Division
in accordance with Ordinance 1604 (City Code Section 9.16). The ETC shall
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manage all aspects of this TDM program and participate in City-sponsored
workshops and information roundtables. As the Project is occupied by
multiple users, the Yahoo Center shall establish a site-specific TMA (as
defined in City Code Section 9.16.030), to encourage the implementation of
TDM strategies for the occupants of the Project. The ETC shall be
responsible for making available information materials on options for
alternative transportation modes and opportunities. In addition, transit fare
media and day/month passes will be made available through the ETC to
employees and visitors during typical business hours. The ETC shall contact
or require each tenant to contact each employee at least once a year with an
offer of personalized commute assistance and information, rideshare matching
and incentives.
4. Vanpool/Carpool Matching Program. The Yahoo Center shall provide at no
cost to Project employees – either in-house or through a qualified third party
such as Metro – a service which matches potential carpool and vanpool
partners. To enhance potential rideshare matching opportunities, carpool and
vanpool matching should be coordinated with employees at the Project, as
well as employees at nearby employee centers (for example, the Water
Garden).
5. Preferential Parking Program. The Yahoo Center shall provide preferential
parking within the parking garage for Project employees who commute to
work in employer registered carpools and vanpools. An employee who drives
to work with at least one other employee in the Project or adjacent facilities
may register as a carpool/vanpool entitled to preferential parking within the
meaning of this provision.
6. Parking Availability for Non-Building Users. Consistent with providing
sufficient on-site parking for building users, the Yahoo Center will make any
unused on-site commercial parking available for monthly lease at market rates
to third parties in the surrounding area in need of parking.
7. Parking Pricing. Hourly parking pricing shall be market-based and adjusted
periodically in an effort to ensure parking availability for tenants and their
employees and visitors during peak parking hours.
8. No Tenant Parking on Residential Streets. The Yahoo Center shall instruct all
tenants that their employees not to park on residential streets in the vicinity of
the Yahoo Center.
9. Convenient Parking for Bicycle Commuters. The Yahoo Center shall provide
location(s) within the garage or other convenient location relative to the
commercial component of the Project for secure parking for bicycle
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commuters for employees working at the site and visitors to the site for a
minimum of 117 bicycles, which is equivalent to approximately 3.8% of the
total vehicle parking spaces (3,086 spaces) provided for the Project. The
secure bicycle parking will be located within the Project site such that longterm and short-term parkers can be accommodated. For purposes of this
requirement, bicycle parking may mean bicycle racks, a locked cage, or other
secure parking area. The Yahoo Center shall increase the amount of secured
bicycle on an as-needed basis based on actual demand. The Yahoo Center
shall provide tenants and their employees with information regarding the
availability of secured bicycle parking as part of its TDM efforts.
10. Compressed Work Week Schedule. The Yahoo Center shall require in all new
leases it executes as landlord for space within the Project that, when
commercially feasible, a Compressed Work Week schedule shall be offered to
employees whereby their hours of employment may be scheduled in a manner
which reduces trips to/from the worksite during peak hours for the
surrounding streets.

11. Flex-Time Schedule. The Yahoo Center shall require in all new leases it
executes as landlord for space within the Project that, when commercially
feasible, employers shall permit employees within the Project to adjust their
work hours in order to accommodate public transit schedules, rideshare
arrangements, or off-peak hour commuting.
12. Guaranteed Return Trip. The Yahoo Center shall require in all new leases it
executes as landlord for space within the Project that, when commercially
feasible, tenants provide employees who vanpool or carpool, with a return trip
to their point of commute origin at no additional cost to the employee, when a
Personal Emergency Situation (per Metro’s guidelines) requires it. The
Yahoo Center shall contact Metro to participate in Metro’s program as
appropriate.
13. Parking Cash Out. The Yahoo Center shall require in all new leases it
executes as landlord for space within the Project a provision requiring tenants
to offer parking cash outs to their employees. Such leases may require
employees to pay market rates for parking; provided, however, that tenants
shall be permitted to cover employee parking costs, on condition they offer
employees equivalent reimbursement amount in the form of taxable cash or
non-taxable commuter benefits, including monthly transit passes.
14. TMA. The Yahoo Center shall require in all new leases it executes as landlord
for space within the Project a provision requiring tenants to participate in the
TMA, and the Yahoo Center shall encourage existing tenants to participate in
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the TMA. The Yahoo Center may pass through the costs of operating the
TMA to tenants. The Yahoo Center shall use reasonable efforts to encourage
non-tenant businesses in the vicinity of the Yahoo Center to join the TMA. In
addition, the TMA shall actively promote TDM measures, provide newemployee packages, hold at least three events annually, and offer incentives
for trial ridership, contests, etc.

15. Changes to TDM Program. Subject to approval by the City’s Planning
Director, the Yahoo Center can modify this TDM program provided the TDM
program, as modified, can be demonstrated as equal or superior in its
effectiveness at mitigating the traffic-generating effects of this Project.

cc:

File
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Recording requested and return to:
Equity Office Management, LLC
790 E. Colorado Blvd., Suite 800
Pasadena, CA 91101
Attn: Charlie Hobey
______________________________________________________________________________

AMENDMENT NUMBER 5 TO DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
BY AND BETWEEN
THE CITY OF SANTA MONICA
AND
CA-COLORADO CENTER, L.L.C

Dated:_____________,2011

AMENDMENT NUMBER 5 TO DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
This Amendment Number 5 to Development Agreement (“Amendment No. 5) is entered
into as of the _________, 2011, by and between the CITY OF SANTA MONICA, a Charter City
organized and existing under the laws of the State of California (the "City") and CACOLORADO CENTER, L.L.C., a Delaware limited liability company (“Owner”), with
reference to the following facts:
A. The City and COLORADO PLACE LIMITED, a California Limited Partnership
(“CPL") entered into that certain Development Agreement dated October 27, 1981 and recorded
in the Official Records of the County of Los Angeles on February 24, 1982 as Instrument No.
82-193147 (the "Original Agreement"). The Original Agreement has been amended by (i)
Amendment Number 1 to Development Agreement dated July 26, 1983 recorded October 5,
1983 as Instrument No. 83-1176312, (ii) Amendment Number 2 to Development Agreement
dated April 24, 1984 recorded May 18, 1984 as Instrument No. 84-594528, (iii) Amendment
Number 3 to Development Agreement dated May 28, 1985 recorded July 19, 1985 as Instrument
No. 85-631730, and (iv) Amendment No. 4 to Development Agreement dated December 16,
1987 (“Amendment No. 4). (The Original Agreement, as amended by such amendments, is
hereinafter referred to as the "Agreement".)
B. The Agreement relates to that certain real property located in the City of Santa
Monica, State of California, described in Exhibit A to the Original Agreement (the “Property”).
Owner holds legal title to the Property as the successor in interest to CPL under the Original
Agreement. The Property is developed with a mixed use office complex commonly known as
The Yahoo Center (the “Project”)
C. Exhibit A to Amendment No. 4 specifies parking ratios for the various uses on the
Property. A Yahoo Center Parking Demand Study, dated April 25, 2011, prepared by Linscott
Law & Greenspan shows that such parking ratios significantly overstate actual parking demand
for the Project and that there are a large number of surplus parking spaces in the Project. This
Parking Demand Study has been reviewed and approved by the City.
D. The Owner has a long-standing practice of leasing these underutilized spaces while
still maintaining sufficient parking for its on-site tenants.
E. This Amendment Number 5 to the Development Agreement would authorize the
leasing of up to 1,053 existing surplus parking spaces to off-site parties (non-tenants), consistent
with the facility’s long-standing practice.
F. The City and Owner desire to amend the Agreement in the manner set forth herein in
order to (i) revise the required parking ratios, (ii) permit Owner to lease the surplus spaces to offsite users, and (iii) implement a facility-wide Transportation Demand Management Plan.
G. The City has determined that the modifications to the Agreement set forth herein are
consistent with the City's Land Use and Circulation Element (“LUCE”). More specifically,

(1) “Utilize parking and TDM Districts to facilitate efficient use of parking resources,
shared and reduced parking opportunities, and trip reduction goals.” (LUCE
Citywide Land Use Policy LU4.8, p. 2.1-14)
(2) “The City plans to encourage parking efficiency strategies such as shared parking
(including sharing of existing parking), lowered parking requirements, and
parking pricing to reduce the demand for parking. Reducing parking demand can
also encourage alternatives to auto travel, promoting a pedestrian-friendly urban
landscape by reducing the amount of urban space dedicated to parking.” (LUCE
Sustainability and Climate Change p. 3.1-10)
(3) “Adjust parking requirements for projects when it can be demonstrated that a
lower parking demand is appropriate.” (LUCE Circulation Policy T26.4, p. 4.073)
(4) “Consider allowing developers to meet their minimum parking requirements via
shared parking between uses, payment of in-lieu fees, or off-site parking within a
reasonable walking distance.” (LUCE Circulation Policy T26.7, p. 4.0-73)
(5) “If the owners and operators of properties can demonstrate that they have more
parking than is actually necessary to meet the needs of their various users
(employees, visitors, etc.), consider developing parking efficiency strategies that
include leasing their surplus parking to help alleviate parking shortages and avoid
development of unnecessary parking.” (LUCE Circulation Policy T26.11, p. 4.073)
H. The City Planning Commission held a duly noticed public hearing on May 18, 2011
with respect to the Amendment Number 5 and recommended that the City Council adopt the
proposed amendment.
I. In taking this action, the City Council has (a) specifically considered and approved the
impacts and benefits of the requested Amendment Number 5 and has concluded that this
Amendment Number 5 is consistent with the public health, safety, and welfare of the residents of
the City and the surrounding region, and as detailed above, promotes the goals, objectives, and
policies of the General Plan, (b) determined that the City has complied with all procedures
required by the Development Agreement Statutes with respect to Amendment Number 5, and (c)
duly authorized the City to enter into this Amendment Number 5.
NOW, THEREFORE, IN CONSIDERATION of the foregoing facts and the mutual
covenants set forth herein, the parties hereto agree as follows:
1. The Agreement is hereby amended in the following respects:
a. Parking. The parking requirements for the Project shall be established in
accordance with the following:

(i) The Parking Demand Formula attached as Exhibit A to Amendment No. 4 is
hereby deleted in its entirety. Parking for the Project shall be provided in accordance with the
revised Parking Demand Formula attached as Exhibit A to this Amendment No. 5 (the "Parking
Demand Formula").
(ii) The amount of required parking shall be the highest parking demand
established based on the calculations at each of the "peak" demand periods set forth in Exhibit A,
which calculations shall be based on the actual mix of uses in the Project and the respective
parking ratios for each use for each of such peak demand periods as set forth in the Parking
Demand Formula. Owner shall ensure that at all times there are parking spaces available to meet
the highest on-site tenant peak parking demand as determined in accordance with this subsection
(a)(ii) of this Paragraph 1.
(iii) Notwithstanding anything contained in the Agreement or the Santa Monica
Municipal Code to the contrary:
(A) Owner may lease up to 1,053 Project parking spaces, including leases for
vehicle storage, during normal work hours to non-tenants of the Project, subject to ensuring that
there is parking available to meet the peak demand of its on-site tenants as established by the
Parking Demand Formula and as required by subsection (a)(ii) of this Paragraph 1 and
(B) Owner may provide an unlimited number of parking spaces to non-tenants in
connection with special events in the evenings and on weekends and holidays.
(C) Owner shall maintain a list of the cumulative floor area used for each use
category, the actual number of parking spaces required to meet the actual mix of uses based on
the highest of the parking demand, and the number of spaces leased to non-tenants. Owner shall
update this list as tenant spaces are vacated and re-occupied. Owner shall submit such list to the
City within ten (10) days of the execution of this Amendment No. 5, within ten (10) days of
Owner's execution of a tenant lease for a use that is different from the prior use of the leased
premises, and as part of the City’s annual review of the Agreement.
b. TDM Program. Owner shall comply with the requirements of the Traffic
Demand Management (“TDM”) Plan attached as Exhibit B to this Amendment No. 5.
Notwithstanding for foregoing, Owner’s inability to achieve the AVR target in the TDM Plan
shall not constitute a default within the meaning of this Agreement, provided that Owner is
taking all reasonable and feasible steps to meet such target. Subject to approval by the Planning
Director, Owner may modify the TDM Plan; provided that the TDM Plan, as modified, can be
demonstrated to be equal or superior in its effectiveness at mitigating the traffic-generating
effects of improvements on the Property.
c. No Mandated Free Parking. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the
Agreement, Owner shall not be required to mandate its tenants to provide free parking to their
employees.

d. City Cost Recovery. Following completion of each Periodic Review, Owner
shall reimburse the City for its actual and reasonable costs incurred in connection with such
review.
e. Specific Performance. The City and Developer acknowledge that monetary
damages and remedies at law generally are inadequate and that specific performance is an
appropriate remedy for the enforcement of this Agreement. Therefore, unless otherwise
expressly provided herein, the remedy of specific performance shall be available to the nondefaulting party in the event of any non-monetary default.
f. No Damages Relief Against City. It is acknowledged by Owner that the City
would not have entered into this Agreement if the City were to be liable in damages under or
with respect to this Agreement or the application thereof. Consequently, and except for the
payment of attorneys’ fees and court costs, the City shall not be liable in damages to Owner and
Owner covenants on behalf of itself and its successors in interest not to sue for or claim any
damages:
(i)

for any default hereunder;

(ii)
for the regulatory taking, impairment or restriction of any right or interest
conveyed or provided hereunder or pursuant hereto; or
(iii)
arising out of or connected with any dispute, controversy or issue
regarding the application or interpretation or effect of the provisions of this Agreement.
The City and Owner agree that the provisions of this subsection (f) do not apply
for damages which:
(i)

do not arise under this Agreement;

(ii)
are not with respect to any right or interest conveyed or provided
hereunder or pursuant hereto; or
(iii) do not arise out of or which are not connected with any dispute,
controversy or issue regarding the application, interpretation, or effect of the provisions of this
Agreement to or the application of, any City rules, regulations, or official policies.
g. Enforcement. The City, at its discretion, shall be entitled to apply the remedies
set forth in Chapters 1.09 and 1.10 of the City’s Municipal Code. [Proposed by City but not
agreed to by Owner.]
h. Additional Signage.
The Owner shall post a sign adjacent to the park
informing park visitors that Owner provides free parking on weekends and holidays for park
visitors.

i. Continuing Community Outreach. The Owner shall hold an annual
community meeting at the Project site with residents in the Project vicinity. The Owner shall
provide residents and property owners within a 500-foot radius of the Project site at least 15
days’ prior written notice of such meeting by U.S. Mail. The purpose of the meetings will be to
identify and address any issues associated with the Owner’s compliance under this Agreement.
j. Deliveries from Auto Dealerships. The delivery of automobiles from
automobile dealerships to the Project site shall occur outside of the normal a.m. and p.m. peak
traffic hours (i.e., 7:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.). Oversize car carriers shall
not travel to and from the Project site via local residential streets.
2. Except as expressly set forth herein, all of the terms and conditions of the Agreement,
as previously modified, shall remain unmodified and in full force and effect.

3. The parties shall cause this Fifth Amendment to be recorded in the Official Records of
the Los Angeles County Recorder's Office.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this Amendment Number 5 has been executed as of the date
and year first above written.
APPROVED AS TO FORM:

City Attorney

CITY OF SANTA MONICA, a municipal
corporation
By: _____________________________
City Manager

Attest: __________________________
City Clerk
CA-COLORADO CENTER, L.L.C.,
Delaware limited liability company

a

By:
CA-Colorado Center Limited
Partnership,
a
Delaware
limited
partnership, its sole member
By:
EOM GP, L.L.C., a Delaware
limited liability company, its general
partner
By:

Name:

Title:

Exhibit A
Parking Demand Formula
A. Parking Requirement Calculations
The actual number of parking spaces required for the actual mix of uses on the Property
shall be the highest of the parking demand at 10:00 AM, 11:00 AM, 12:00 PM, 1:00 PM,
or 2:00 PM weekdays, with those demands being computed in accordance with the
following rates:

B. Background
The formulae set forth above were developed utilizing the demand criteria for different
times of day established in the April 25, 2011 Yahoo Center Parking Demand Study
prepared by Linscott Law & Greenspan (“Parking Demand Study”), incorporated herein
by reference.
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C. Example
For illustrative purposes only, application of the formulae to one of the reasonably
anticipated mix of uses on the Property is shown below and in Table 3 of the Parking
Demand Study. This application of the formulae shown below would require a total of
1,938 parking spaces to be provided to meet the peak parking demand of the on-site uses
which would authorize the leasing of up to 1,053 parking spaces to non-tenants.
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Dale Goldsmith
Armbruster Goldsmith & Delvac LLP

Date:

April 5, 2011

From:

David S. Shender, P.E.
Linscott, Law & Greenspan, Engineers

LLG Ref:

1-10-3880-1

Subject:

Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Plan for the Yahoo
Center at 2425 Colorado Avenue in the City of Santa Monica

This Transportation Demand Management (TDM) plan has been prepared by
Linscott, Law & Greenspan, Engineers (LLG) for the Yahoo Center located at 2425
Colorado Avenue in the City of Santa Monica. The TDM plan has been provided in
conjunction with the request by the Yahoo Center to modify its Development
Agreement with the City of Santa Monica to permit the leasing of parking spaces to
non-tenants.
The Yahoo Center is an existing office complex located at 2425 Colorado Avenue in
the City of Santa Monica, California. The Center encompasses the block generally
bounded by 26th Street to the east, Cloverfield Boulevard to the west, Colorado
Avenue to the south, and Broadway to the north. The Yahoo Center complex
provides a total of 1,024,074 square feet of building floor area, with space primarily
leased to office tenants, but includes some ground floor commercial space for retail
and restaurant uses. Approximately 3,086 parking spaces are provided on-site at the
Yahoo Center in a three-level subterranean parking structure.

Transportation Demand Management Plan
A TDM plan has been prepared for the Yahoo Center as to reduce vehicular traffic
and parking generated by the development. Currently, individual tenants at the
Yahoo Center are required to prepare and submit an Employee Trip Reduction Plan
(ETRP) to the City of Santa Monica in accordance with the requirements set forth in
Santa Monica Municipal Code (SMMC) 9.16 (Transportation Management).
Performance Measurement and Standards


The Yahoo Center shall conduct employee transportation surveys in
accordance with policies and procedures set forth by the City of Santa Monica
for purposes of establishing a baseline average vehicle ridership (AVR).
Individual tenants within the Yahoo Center with 50 or more employees that
prepare Employee Trip Reduction Plans (ETRP) under City Code Section
9.16.070 shall not be required to participate in the additional transportation
survey; these qualified tenants shall make their employee transportation
survey data available to the Yahoo Center Employee Transportation
Coordinator such that a site-wide AVR can be determined.
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The Yahoo Center shall establish a target AVR equivalent to a 1.5 AVR
during peak periods (AM and PM) by November, 2013. In addition, the target
AVR shall increased to be equivalent to a 1.6 AVR, once the Phase II of the
Expo line is complete and operating as currently anticipated.


After the completion of the first employee transportation survey, subsequent
surveys shall be conducted at the Yahoo Center on an annual basis for
purposes of measuring AVR, assessing the progress towards attainment of the
target AVR, and determining potential modifications to the TDM plan to
enhance performance. Any plan revisions will be made consistent with the
procedures provided in City Code Section 9.16.070.

TDM Plan Program Elements
The specific program elements related to the TDM plan for the Yahoo Center (also
referred to herein as the “Project”) are described in the following sections.
1. Transportation Information Center. The Yahoo Center shall provide on-site
information for employees and visitors about local public transit services
(including bus lines, light rail lines [future], bus fare programs, ride share
programs, shuttles) and bicycle facilities (including routes, rental and sales
locations, and on-site bicycle racks). The Yahoo Center shall also provide
walking and biking maps for employees and visitors which shall include but
not be limited to information about convenient local services and restaurants
within walking distance of the Project. The Transportation Information
Center need not be located in a separate office but may be located in a
convenient area on-site such as a central seating area or lobby. Such
transportation information may also be provided through a computer terminal
with access to the Internet or, via a website.
2. TDM Web Site Information. The Yahoo Center shall be required to make
available via a web site transportation information such as the items noted in
No. 1 above, including links to local transit providers, area walking, bicycling
maps, etc., to inform employees and visitors of available alternative
transportation modes to access the Project site and travel in the area. In
addition, the Yahoo Center shall distribute, by email or otherwise, a quarterly
newsletter regarding the TDM plan.
3. Employee Transportation Coordinator.
An Employee Transportation
Coordinator (ETC) shall be designated for this site by the Yahoo Center as
required by the City of Santa Monica’s Transportation Management Division
in accordance with Ordinance 1604 (City Code Section 9.16). The ETC shall
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manage all aspects of this TDM program and participate in City-sponsored
workshops and information roundtables. As the Project is occupied by
multiple users, the Yahoo Center shall establish a site-specific TMA (as
defined in City Code Section 9.16.030), to encourage the implementation of
TDM strategies for the occupants of the Project. The ETC shall be
responsible for making available information materials on options for
alternative transportation modes and opportunities. In addition, transit fare
media and day/month passes will be made available through the ETC to
employees and visitors during typical business hours. The ETC shall contact
or require each tenant to contact each employee at least once a year with an
offer of personalized commute assistance and information, rideshare matching
and incentives.
4. Vanpool/Carpool Matching Program. The Yahoo Center shall provide at no
cost to Project employees – either in-house or through a qualified third party
such as Metro – a service which matches potential carpool and vanpool
partners. To enhance potential rideshare matching opportunities, carpool and
vanpool matching should be coordinated with employees at the Project, as
well as employees at nearby employee centers (for example, the Water
Garden).
5. Preferential Parking Program. The Yahoo Center shall provide preferential
parking within the parking garage for Project employees who commute to
work in employer registered carpools and vanpools. An employee who drives
to work with at least one other employee in the Project or adjacent facilities
may register as a carpool/vanpool entitled to preferential parking within the
meaning of this provision.
6. Parking Availability for Non-Building Users. Consistent with providing
sufficient on-site parking for building users, the Yahoo Center will make any
unused on-site commercial parking available for monthly lease at market rates
to third parties in the surrounding area in need of parking.
7. Parking Pricing. Hourly parking pricing shall be market-based and adjusted
periodically in an effort to ensure parking availability for tenants and their
employees and visitors during peak parking hours.
8. No Tenant Parking on Residential Streets. The Yahoo Center shall instruct all
tenants that their employees not to park on residential streets in the vicinity of
the Yahoo Center.
9. Convenient Parking for Bicycle Commuters. The Yahoo Center shall provide
location(s) within the garage or other convenient location relative to the
commercial component of the Project for secure parking for bicycle
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commuters for employees working at the site and visitors to the site for a
minimum of 117 bicycles, which is equivalent to approximately 3.8% of the
total vehicle parking spaces (3,086 spaces) provided for the Project. The
secure bicycle parking will be located within the Project site such that longterm and short-term parkers can be accommodated. For purposes of this
requirement, bicycle parking may mean bicycle racks, a locked cage, or other
secure parking area. The Yahoo Center shall increase the amount of secured
bicycle on an as-needed basis based on actual demand. The Yahoo Center
shall provide tenants and their employees with information regarding the
availability of secured bicycle parking as part of its TDM efforts.
10. Compressed Work Week Schedule. The Yahoo Center shall require in all new
leases it executes as landlord for space within the Project that, when
commercially feasible, a Compressed Work Week schedule shall be offered to
employees whereby their hours of employment may be scheduled in a manner
which reduces trips to/from the worksite during peak hours for the
surrounding streets.

11. Flex-Time Schedule. The Yahoo Center shall require in all new leases it
executes as landlord for space within the Project that, when commercially
feasible, employers shall permit employees within the Project to adjust their
work hours in order to accommodate public transit schedules, rideshare
arrangements, or off-peak hour commuting.
12. Guaranteed Return Trip. The Yahoo Center shall require in all new leases it
executes as landlord for space within the Project that, when commercially
feasible, tenants provide employees who vanpool or carpool, with a return trip
to their point of commute origin at no additional cost to the employee, when a
Personal Emergency Situation (per Metro’s guidelines) requires it. The
Yahoo Center shall contact Metro to participate in Metro’s program as
appropriate.
13. Parking Cash Out. The Yahoo Center shall require in all new leases it
executes as landlord for space within the Project a provision requiring tenants
to offer parking cash outs to their employees. Such leases may require
employees to pay market rates for parking; provided, however, that tenants
shall be permitted to cover employee parking costs, on condition they offer
employees equivalent reimbursement amount in the form of taxable cash or
non-taxable commuter benefits, including monthly transit passes.
14. TMA. The Yahoo Center shall require in all new leases it executes as landlord
for space within the Project a provision requiring tenants to participate in the
TMA, and the Yahoo Center shall encourage existing tenants to participate in
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the TMA. The Yahoo Center may pass through the costs of operating the
TMA to tenants. The Yahoo Center shall use reasonable efforts to encourage
non-tenant businesses in the vicinity of the Yahoo Center to join the TMA. In
addition, the TMA shall actively promote TDM measures, provide newemployee packages, hold at least three events annually, and offer incentives
for trial ridership, contests, etc.

15. Changes to TDM Program. Subject to approval by the City’s Planning
Director, the Yahoo Center can modify this TDM program provided the TDM
program, as modified, can be demonstrated as equal or superior in its
effectiveness at mitigating the traffic-generating effects of this Project.

cc:

File
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Attachment C

Amendment Number 5 to the Development Agreement Findings
1. As amended, the proposed Development Agreement is consistent with the
objectives, policies, general land uses and programs specified in the general plan
and any applicable specific plan, in that the Yahoo Center development is
located in the Office Campus Land Use Designation, a land use designation that
is applied to limited areas of the City that are currently developed with substantial
office campus uses and are not expected to change during the time horizon of
the City’s Land Use and Circulation Element (LUCE) of the General Plan (2025).
The proposed Fifth Amendment does not propose new construction or any
change to the current office and associated commercial uses on the site. Rather,
this Amendment to the Development Agreement proposes to revise the base
parking ratio for office use on the site from the current requirement of one parking
space per 322 SF of office floor area to one parking space per 500 SF of office
floor area. Consistent with LUCE Circulation Policy T26.4 which states that an
adjustment of parking requirements can be supported for projects when it can be
demonstrated that a lower parking demand is appropriate, the Applicant has
provided a detailed parking study that demonstrates based on current and
forecast peak-hour parking availability, the proposed base office use parking ratio
better reflects current usage patterns on the site and that the existing 3,086
parking spaces on site are sufficient to meet the peak parking demand generated
onsite. This proposed Amendment is consistent with Circulation Policy T26.11
which states, “[i]f the owners and operators of properties can demonstrate that
they have more parking than is actually necessary to meet the needs of their
various users (employees, visitors, etc.), consider developing parking efficiency
strategies that include leasing their surplus parking to help alleviate parking
shortages and avoid development of unnecessary parking.” This Amendment is
consistent with this LUCE policy since it would authorize leasing of up to 1,053
existing surplus parking spaces to non-tenants while still maintaining sufficient
parking for its on-site tenants. Finally, the proposed Amendment requires the
Applicant to implement a facility-wide Transportation Demand Management
(TDM) Plan in order to reduce vehicle trips in the area and reduce associated
parking demand at the Yahoo Center. This is consistent with LUCE Circulation
Policy T19.2 which calls for the imposition of “appropriate Transportation
Demand Management (TDM) requirements for new development.”

2.

As amended, the proposed Development Agreement is compatible with the uses
authorized in the district in which the real property is located, in that the subject
property is located in the C-5 Special Office District and the existing uses on site,
including the office buildings with associated parking garage, restaurants, retail
establishments, and health club are all permitted uses in the C-5 District. The
proposal to revise the base parking ratio for office use on the site from one
parking space per 322 SF of office floor area to one parking space per 500 SF of
office floor area, and the proposal to authorize the continued leasing of up to
1,053 existing surplus parking spaces to off-site parties while still maintaining
sufficient parking for its on-site tenants, is compatible with other permitted uses in
the district in that the project would not change the existing uses on site and
would also allow surplus parking to be shared with other uses in the district that
may need additional parking to meet its peak parking demand. The proposed
Development Agreement Amendment can also help to reduce the demand for
limited on-street parking resources in the district.

3.

As amended, the proposed Development Agreement is in conformity with the
public necessity, public convenience, general welfare, and good land use
practices, in that it will authorize the Applicant to continue to provide existing
surplus parking spaces at the project site to non-tenants (off-site parties) while
still maintaining sufficient parking to meet the peak demand of its on-site tenants.
The proposed Development Agreement Amendment conforms to principles that
support the public necessity, public convenience, general welfare, and support
good land use practices in that implementation of a shared parking program
supports a sustainable community with more effective congestion management
and parking resource management. The proposed Amendment also includes the
requirement to implement a facility-wide Transportation Demand Management
Plan that will help reduce vehicle trips in the area and associated parking
demand. This proposal to implement a shared parking program and TDM Plan
represents an integration of land use and transportation policies and utilizes
parking policies to achieve related goals including congestion management and
air quality goals.

4.

The proposed Development Agreement Amendment will not be detrimental to the
health, safety, and general welfare, in that the Amendment will authorize the
Applicant to continue to provide existing surplus parking spaces at the project
site to non-tenants (off-site parties) while still maintaining sufficient parking to
meet the peak demand of its on-site tenants. This proposed Development
Agreement Amendment will be not be detrimental to health, safety, and general
welfare because the implementation of a shared parking program supports a
sustainable community with more effective congestion management and parking

resource management. The proposed Amendment also includes the requirement
to implement a facility-wide Transportation Demand Management Plan that will
help reduce vehicle trips in the area and associated parking demand for a both
on- and off-street parking spaces in the neighborhood. This proposal to
implement a shared parking program and TDM Plan represents an integration of
land use and transportation policies and utilizes parking policies to achieve
related goals including congestion management and air quality goals, both of
which support the health, safety, and general welfare of the public.
5.

The proposed Development Agreement Amendment will not adversely affect the
orderly development of the property, in that the Development Agreement
Amendment facilitates the efficient use the project site’s on-site parking resource
and does include a proposal for any new construction or changes in existing uses
at the site. Moreover, the proposed Development Agreement Amendment will not
adversely affect the orderly development of the property in that the Applicant is
required at all times to provide sufficient parking for its on-site tenants and that
the number of spaces leased to non-tenants will be reduced in the event that
sufficient parking is not provided for on-site tenants.

6.

The proposed Development Agreement will have a positive fiscal impact on the
City in that the City will incur no cost associated with the implementation of the
Applicant’s Transportation Demand Management Plan and the associated
community benefit of reduced vehicle trips and parking demand in the area.
Moreover, the City will receive revenue from the Parking Facility Tax which is
currently 10% of the total parking fee charged by any parking facility operator.

MEMORANDUM
To:

Dale Goldsmith
Armbruster Goldsmith & Delvac LLP

Date:

April 25, 2011

From:

David S. Shender, P.E.
Linscott, Law & Greenspan, Engineers

LLG Ref:

1-10-3880-1

Subject:

Yahoo Center - Parking Demand Study
2425 Colorado Avenue, City of Santa Monica

This memorandum has been prepared by Linscott, Law & Greenspan, Engineers
(LLG) to summarize our parking demand analysis for the Yahoo Center located at
2425 Colorado Avenue in the City of Santa Monica. As we understand, based on
extensive operating experience, the Yahoo Center has a substantial surplus of parking
within its on-site garage throughout the day. Further, there is interest to continue,
and potentially expand the practice of outside users (i.e., non-tenants of the Yahoo
Center) in leasing parking spaces within the Yahoo Center garage based on the
current and forecast future parking availability.
This parking analysis was conducted to determine whether adequate parking
availability will continue to allow the current and proposed future practice of leasing
parking spaces within the garage to non-tenants of the Yahoo Center. The following
sections provide a summary of: 1) the review and analysis of existing tenant
occupancy and vacancies at the Yahoo Center; 2) weekday parking counts conducted
at the site, including the determination of the peak parking utilization at the highest
hour of demand; 3) a review of the current parking requirements applicable to the
Yahoo Center through its Development Agreement (D.A.) with the City of Santa
Monica; 4) recommendations for potential modifications to the D.A. parking rates
and the resultant forecast of peak parking demand under full occupancy conditions at
the Yahoo Center; and 5) a recommendation in terms of the number of parking spaces
within the Yahoo Center parking facility that could be made available to non-tenants
(current and future) while still providing an adequate supply of parking for current
and future tenants and visitors of the Yahoo Center.
Existing Setting and Parking Supply
The Yahoo Center is an existing office complex located at 2425 Colorado Avenue in
the City of Santa Monica, California. The vicinity map is displayed in Figure 1. The
Center encompasses the block generally bounded by 26th Street to the east,
Cloverfield Boulevard to the west, Colorado Avenue to the south, and Broadway to
the north. The Yahoo Center complex provides a total of 1,024,074 square feet of
building floor area1, with space primarily leased to office tenants, but includes some
ground floor commercial space for retail and restaurant uses.

1

Floor area as defined by the Santa Monica Municipal Code.
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Approximately 3,086 parking spaces are provided on-site at the Yahoo Center in a
three-level subterranean parking structure. Parking utilization observations were
conducted at the Yahoo Center site on Wednesday, December 1 and Thursday,
December 2, 2010. Information regarding building occupancy, as well as parking
space leasing was obtained corresponding to the time period of the parking utilization
surveys (i.e., early December 2010) in conjunction with the parking analysis. The
following provides a summary of tenant space occupancy and parking leasing data as
provided by your office and the parking operator, Standard Parking Corporation.
•

Building Occupancy. Based on information provided by Equity Office, in
early December 2010 (i.e., corresponding to the time of our parking counts),
tenant space vacancies at the Yahoo Center consisted of 19 tenant spaces, as
well as five tenant spaces known to be underutilized (but anticipated to be
fully occupied in the near future). Thus, the overall vacancy (including
underutilized tenant space) at the Yahoo Center totaled 339,155 square feet of
leasable building floor area. We understand that all of the vacant space is
designated for use by office tenants.

•

Parking Leases. Based on information provided by the parking operator (the
parking manager at Standard Parking), approximately 3,086 parking spaces
are provided in the parking structure at the Yahoo Center. In early December
2010, there were parking leases for approximately 4,063 parking spaces. The
leasing of parking spaces in the garage is broken-down as follows:
o Tenant Leasing. In early December 2010, approximately 3,010
parking spaces were leased to existing tenants of the building. This
includes an allocation of 640 parking spaces to members of the on-site
health club – Trifit Club – of which only a relatively small percentage
would be expected to be on-site any one time.
o Non-Tenant Leasing. In early December 2010, approximately 1,053
parking spaces were allocated to non-tenants of the Yahoo Center.
The non-tenants fall into two categories of user groups:


Nearby Commercial and Institutional Users. Approximately
643 parking spaces are leased to non-tenants of the Yahoo
Center, primarily comprised of local commercial and
institutional users (e.g., including Saint John’s Health Center)
that lease parking at the Yahoo Center. It is assumed that these
local commercial and institutional users lease parking at the
Yahoo Center based on its proximity, relative pricing, and
availability.
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Automobile Dealerships. Approximately 410 parking spaces
are leased to local automobile dealerships for the primary
purpose of the storage of automobiles.

While the total number of leased parking spaces (4,063 parking spaces) exceeds the
supply of parking at the Yahoo Center (3,086 spaces), it is common for parking
operators at commercial businesses to “oversubscribe” parking, primarily based on
the consideration that only a percentage of the holders of parking passes are on-site at
the same time. This would be especially true given that a large number of parking
spaces (640 spaces) provided to members of the on-site health club (Trifit Club).
Also, for office tenants, it is highly unusual for all employees to be on-site at any one
time due to regular sick/vacation absences, telecommuting/work scheduling,
attendances at off-site meetings/conferences, etc.
With respect to the Trifit Club, it is likely that many of its members also work at the
Yahoo Center. In addition, as documented in publications such as Shared Parking
published by the Urban Land Institute, parking demand patterns related to health
clubs are complementary to those of office uses such that a health club’s peak parking
demand occurs in the early evening hours. By comparison, office-related peak
parking is primarily focused to the hours between mid-morning and early afternoon.
Thus, at the Yahoo Center, it is quite likely that a parking space used during the day
by an office tenant is later used by a Trifit Club member in the early evening, thereby
allowing the issuance of multiple parking passes without adversely affecting the
parking supply.

Parking Utilization Surveys
Parking counts were conducted at the Yahoo Center garage to document current
demand patterns with respect to parking utilization at the Yahoo Center. The parking
utilization was counted on an hourly basis from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM for two
consecutive weekdays in December 2010 (i.e., Wednesday, December 1, 2010 and
Thursday, December 2, 2010). The data collection days and time periods were
selected so as to reflect typical weekday parking conditions, as well as for purposes of
identifying the highest hour of parking demand that occurs at the Yahoo Center
during a typical weekday. The parking utilization counts were conducted by The
Traffic Solution, a traffic data collection company.
The parking utilization observations for the parking structure are presented in Table
1. Based on the two days of the parking counts, the Yahoo Center was observed to
experience a peak weekday parking demand at 12:00 Noon, whereby a total of 2,295
parking spaces were observed to be utilized (74.4% utilization of the total of 3,086
spaces available). Thus, during the current peak hour of parking demand at the site
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(i.e., Wednesday at 12:00 Noon), a parking surplus of 791 spaces (i.e., a surplus of
25.6% of the parking supply) was observed at the Yahoo Center.
As noted in Table 1, it was observed during the parking counts that approximately
366 vehicles in conjunction with various car dealerships (new vehicles) were parked
at the Yahoo Center during the observation period. These vehicles were readily
identifiable in the garage based on the typical new vehicle pricing and other decals
associated with dealership vehicles. The use of the Yahoo Center garage by other
non-tenant users was not readily determinable as these motorists are permitted to park
within the garage mixed-in with the regular tenant parkers (i.e., no separate or
designated parking area within the garage for non-tenants).
Overall, as documented in Table 1, the current practice of leasing parking spaces to
non-tenants of the Yahoo Center has not adversely affected the overall availability of
parking spaces for current tenants of the Yahoo Center, including their employees and
visitors.

Development Agreement Parking Requirements for the Yahoo Center
We understand that the amount of required parking for the Yahoo Center is currently
regulated through the Development Agreement (D.A.) between the Yahoo Center and
the City of Santa Monica. Specifically, in the document “Exhibit A of Amendment
Number 4 to Development Agreement” (see attached), base parking rates are
provided for various land uses that were envisioned to be provided at the Yahoo
Center. The base parking rates are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Office:
Restaurants:
Fast-Food:
Retail:
Theaters:
Medical Office:

1 space/322 square feet
1 space/3.0 seats
1 space/7.5 seats
1 space/500 square feet
1 space/3.0 seats
1 space/250 square feet

Within Exhibit A, the base parking rates are adjusted at different analysis hours
during the day (i.e., 10:00 a.m., 1:00 p.m., 2:00 p.m., and 7:00 p.m.) in consideration
of the varying parking demand that can be anticipated for each of the specific land
uses. For example, at 10:00 a.m., Exhibit A shows 100% of demand for the base
parking rates for the office and medical office uses, but only 20% demand for base
parking rate for the restaurant and fast-food uses. As instructed in Exhibit A, the size
of the land use elements are applied to the corresponding adjusted parking rates for
each analysis hour, with the required parking supply determined based on the analysis
hour that produces the highest aggregate amount of parking needed.
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As it would apply to the current Yahoo Center, there are no movie theaters at the site
(nor are there plans to develop this use); thus, these rates do not apply. Also, as
Exhibit A does not call out a specific “health club” parking rate, for purposes of this
analysis, it is assumed to have the same parking rates as the Retail land use category.
Table 2 has been prepared to provide a comparison of the observed parking demand
at the Yahoo Center as counted at the site on December 1 and 2, 2010, to the
calculated parking requirement based on the land uses and occupancy in early
December 2010, with application of the parking rates provided in Exhibit A of the
D.A. With respect to the preparation of Table 2 the following is noted:
•

In addition to developing parking profiles for 10:00 a.m., 1:00 p.m., and 2:00
p.m. as providing in Exhibit A of the D.A., parking profiles are also provided
in Table 2 for 11:00 a.m. and 12:00 p.m. since these hours are noted in Table
1 to experience peak parking demand (e.g., 12:00 p.m. was the highest hour of
parking demand during the Wednesday survey and 11:00 a.m. was the highest
hour of parking demand during the Thursday survey).

•

For the 11:00 a.m. parking profile, it was assumed that the office and
restaurant components would have similar time-of-day utilization factors to
the 10:00 a.m. factors provided in Exhibit A of the D.A. (e.g., a period of peak
office parking demand and a relatively low restaurant parking demand).
Similarly, for the 12:00 p.m. parking profile, it was assumed that the office
and restaurant components would have similar time-of-day utilization factors
to the 1:00 p.m. factors provided in Exhibit A of the D.A. (e.g., a period of
slightly reduced office parking demand and peak restaurant parking demand).

•

The 7:00 p.m. hour is not evaluated in Table 2 as this time period was
primarily included in Exhibit A of the D.A. to address the parking
requirements for a movie theater use at the site which was never constructed
(nor are there any plans to do so). Further, as demonstrated in Table 1, the
Yahoo Center parking demand is primarily related to daytime office parking
(e.g., the middle-of-day parking demand is approximately 2,300 spaces while
parking demand at 5:00 p.m. is about 1,900 spaces). Thus, a separate parking
profile for 7:00 p.m. is not required.

As shown in Table 2, application of the parking rates provided in Exhibit A of the
D.A. yields a calculated parking demand for 2,087 parking spaces during the 10:00
a.m. and 11:00 a.m. analysis hours. This is higher than the parking calculated to be
needed at 12:00 p.m. (1,990 spaces), 1:00 p.m. (1,990 spaces) and 2:00 p.m. (2,029
spaces).
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For comparison purposes, Table 2 provides the observed parking demand figures at
the Yahoo Center during the analysis hours (review of Table 1 indicates that the
parking numbers on December 1 during the observed hours were generally higher
than the corresponding hours on December 2; thus, the December 1 parking counts
are utilized for the analysis provided on Table 2). The observed counts were adjusted
to delete 90% of the 1,053 parking spaces (i.e., 948 spaces) leased to the off-site users
(i.e., the 410 parking spaces leased to the new car dealerships and the 643 parking
spaces leased to the other nearby commercial and institutional uses2). As shown in
Table 2, the adjusted parking demand measured on December 1, 2010 associated with
tenants of the Yahoo Center is substantially less than the amount of parking
calculated to be needed based on the parking rates provided in Exhibit A of the D.A.,
with the differences between the calculated requirement and the actual demand at
approximately 700 or more spaces. This is an indication that the parking rates
provided in Exhibit A of the D.A. substantially overstate the amount of parking
needed for the Yahoo Center.
There are likely multiple reasons for the actual parking demand at the Yahoo Center
to be substantially less than that forecast using the D.A. ratios. One may be related to
the type of office tenants that occupy the center which have employee densities (e.g.,
number of employees per 1,000 square feet) that are less than what is found in
“typical” office environments. Second, at large multi-tenant office complexes such as
the Yahoo Center, it is rare that there is ever full occupancy of the leased space (even
during strong economic periods) due to the regular pattern of tenant move-ins and
move-outs that leaves area unoccupied for periods of time (for leasing, tenant
improvements, etc.). Another likely factor is the implementation of Transportation
Demand Management (TDM) measures by tenants within the Yahoo Center intended
to reduce travel by the private automobile. These TDM measures include ridesharing
(e.g., carpooling), use of public transit, bicycling/walking, and telecommuting, all of
which have the effect of reducing overall parking demand as compared to what is
associated with an office environment where nearly all employees commute by solodriver private vehicles. Further, the infrastructure for TDM measures is substantially
greater today in Santa Monica (e.g., a more comprehensive public transit system, an
extensive bicycle route network, enhanced computer and mobile communication
technology to facilitate telecommuting, etc.) as compared to when the parking ratios
for the Yahoo Center were originally adopted.

2

The spaces leased to the off-site users were assumed to be highly (90%) utilized in consideration that
given the cost of leasing such spaces, the non-tenants would only lease parking at the Yahoo Center if
there was an actual demand for these spaces.
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Recommend Modification to the Development Agreement and Forecast Parking
Demand at Full Occupancy
As documented above, it is concluded that the parking rates provided in Exhibit A of
the D.A. substantially overstate the amount of parking needed to support the existing
and future uses at the Yahoo Center. As the amount of parking required for the office
component substantially exceeds the amount of parking needed for the other uses
combined (e.g., as seen in Table 2, the parking allocation for the office component
consists of 95% or higher of the total parking requirement), it is reasonable to assume
that the parking rate for the office component as provided in Exhibit A of the D.A.
requires adjustment.
Table 3 provides a parking calculation assuming implementation of a new base
parking rate for the office component at the Yahoo Center; that is, the base parking
rate for the office component is adjusted from 1 space/322 square feet to 1 space/500
square feet. The same time-of-day hourly adjustments to the base parking rate as
provided in Exhibit A of the D.A. are considered as well in Table 3.
The top portion of Table 3 provides the modified parking calculation for the Yahoo
Center as occupied in early December 2010 incorporating the recommended parking
rates for the office component. With the addition of the parking leased to off-site
users, the calculated parking demand for the Yahoo Center with the modified office
parking rate ranges from 2,307 spaces at 10:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m.; to 2,268 spaces
at 12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m.; and 2,276 spaces at 2:00 p.m. The corresponding
counted parking spaces utilized at the Yahoo Center on December 1, 2010 are 2,174
parking spaces at 10:00 a.m., 2,294 spaces at 11:00, 2,295 spaces at 12:00 p.m., 2,249
spaces at 1:00 p.m., and 2,234 spaces at 2:00 p.m. Thus, the “modeled” parking
calculation using the recommended base parking rate of 1 space/500 square feet of
office more closely aligns with the observed demand (with a slight overstatement of
the actual parking demand during four of the five analysis hours so as to provide an
additional level of conservatism in the analysis).
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For purposes of estimating parking demand at the Yahoo Center at full occupancy,3
the following adjustments were to the parking demand forecast:
•

Vacant Office. The recommended modified base office parking rate of 1
space/500 square feet was applied to the 339,155 square feet of vacant and
underutilized office space as reported in early December 2010.
In
consideration of the time of day adjustments, Table 3 shows that occupancy of
the vacant and underutilized office space would add 579 occupied parking
spaces to the 10:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m. time periods; 532 occupied parking
spaces to the 12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. time periods; and 555 occupied
parking spaces to the 2:00 p.m. time period.

•

Remaining Parking Leased to Off-Site Users. As previously noted, in
estimating the parking demand attributed to Yahoo Center tenants at the time
of the parking counts in early December 2010, it was conservatively assumed
that the use of the 1,053 spaces leased to off-site users was at 90% utilization
(i.e., 948 parking spaces) during the hours of the parking counts. This
assumption effectively attributes a higher parking demand to the current
Yahoo Center tenants as compared to a scenario whereby a different
utilization factor (such as 95% or 100%) of the spaces leased to off-site users
was factored into the parking analysis (thereby reducing the future parking
demand attributed to occupancy of vacant office space). Further, to add a
further level of conservatism to the analysis, it was assumed that in the future,
the remaining 10% of the leased parking spaces to off-site users (105 parking
spaces) would be utilized during the analysis hours.

The lower portion of Table 3 indicates that at the effective full occupancy of the
tenant space at the Yahoo Center (including 100% utilization of the 1,053 parking
spaces leased to off-site users), the Yahoo Center is forecast to experience a demand
for 2,991 parking spaces at 10:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m., 2,906 spaces at 12:00 p.m. and
1:00 p.m.; and 2,936 parking spaces at 2:00 p.m. When compared to the supply of
3,086 parking spaces on-site, a surplus of parking (ranging from 95 to 180 parking
spaces) is noted during the five analysis hours.

3

It is noted that it is highly unusual for a commercial complex the size of the Yahoo Center (over 1
million square feet of building floor area) to attain 100% tenant occupancy. Even in a favorable
economic climate, a building vacancy in the range of 5-10% can be expected based on the regular
cycle of tenant move-outs and move-ins. Thus, the forecast of parking demand at the Yahoo Center
assumes that 95% of the office floor area is occupied, which provides a conservative forecast of
parking demand.
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Based on results of this parking analysis, it is concluded that the parking supply at the
Yahoo Center of 3,086 parking spaces would be sufficient to accommodate the peak
parking demand generated by its existing tenants, the existing parking demand
generated by the off-site users leasing parking space within the garage, as well as the
future parking demand generated by office tenants utilizing the currently unoccupied
building floor area and 100% utilization of the parking spaces leased to off-site users.
Further, based on this analysis, we would recommend at this time that the practice of
leasing parking spaces not be expanded beyond the current commitments (i.e., the
approximately 410 spaces to the automobile dealerships and 643 spaces to other offsite users). This will provide a conservative supply of excess spaces to accommodate
possible variations in actual parking demand. However, as the currently amount of
vacant office space within the Yahoo Center decreases to a historical ranges (e.g.,
between 5 and 10% of the total floor area provided) and should it be demonstrated
that a substantial parking surplus exists (e.g., greater than 10% of the total supply
during peak hours of demand), than the potential for increasing parking leases to offsite users could be evaluated. Conversely, should the parking supply become
constrained in the future, the current parking leases to off-site users can be scaledback accordingly so as to maintain an adequate supply of parking.

Conclusions
This parking analysis was conducted to determine whether adequate parking
availability will continue to allow the current and proposed future practice of leasing
parking spaces within the garage to non-tenants of the Yahoo Center. The parking
analysis was prepared based on parking counts conducted at the Yahoo Center garage
in early December 2010, as well as in consideration of the future occupancy of tenant
space within the Yahoo Center that was vacant at the time of the parking counts.
Based on the parking analysis, the following conclusions are made:


The Yahoo Center provides approximately 1,024,074 square feet of building
floor area. At the time of the parking counts in early December 2010,
approximately 684,919 square feet of building floor area at the Yahoo Center
was occupied, yielding a vacancy of approximately 339,155 square overall
vacancy (including underutilized spaces).



Approximately 3,086 parking spaces are provided in the Yahoo Center
parking garage. In early December 2010, there were parking leases for
approximately 4,063 parking spaces. Of the leased spaces, 3,010 spaces are
leased to tenants of the Yahoo Center (including 640 spaces allocated to
members of the Trifit Club) and 1,053 spaces are leased to non-tenants.
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The parking spaces allocated to off-site users consists of approximately 410
spaces leased to local automobile dealerships related to the storage of vehicles
and approximately 643 spaces leased to nearby commercial and institutional
uses.



Parking space utilization was counted at the Yahoo Center parking garage
over two weekdays. The garage was counted to have substantial available
parking, even during peak hours of demand. The peak utilization of parking
was counted at 2,295 spaces, equivalent to approximately 74% of the total
parking supply. Thus, under current conditions, the practice of leasing
parking spaces to non-tenants has not adversely affected parking availability
for the existing tenants at the Yahoo Center.



Through the site parking counts, it is demonstrated that the parking rates
provided in Exhibit A of the Development Agreement substantially overstate
the amount of parking needed for the Yahoo Center. Accordingly, it is
recommended that the base parking rate for the office use as provided in
Exhibit A of the D.A. be modified from 1 space/322 square feet to 1
space/500 square feet.



A parking demand forecast was made assuming full occupancy of the tenant
space at the Yahoo Center and incorporating the recommended modified
parking rate for the office use. Based on this forecast, assuming full
occupancy and continued leasing of parking spaces to off-site users, a peak
parking demand for 2,991 parking spaces would occur. This peak demand
would be accommodated by 3,086 spaces available on-site.



It is concluded that the current parking supply at the Yahoo Center is
sufficient for its existing tenants, the existing parking demand generated by
the off-site users leasing parking space within the garage, as well as the future
parking demand generated by tenants utilizing the currently unoccupied
building floor area.



Based on this analysis, we would recommend at this time that the practice of
leasing parking spaces not be expanded beyond the current commitments (i.e.,
the approximately 410 spaces to the automobile dealerships and 643 spaces to
the other off-site users). This will provide a conservative supply of excess
spaces to accommodate possible variations in actual parking demand.
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As the currently amount of vacant office space within the Yahoo Center
decreases to a historical ranges (e.g., between 5 and 10% of the total floor area
provided) and should it be demonstrated that a substantial parking surplus
exists (e.g., greater than 10% of the total supply during peak hours of
demand), than the potential for increasing parking leases to off-site users
could be evaluated. Conversely, should the parking supply become
constrained in the future, the current parking leases to off-site users can be
scaled-back accordingly so as to maintain an adequate supply of parking.

Please contact us should you have any questions regarding this parking study
conducted for the Yahoo Center.

cc:

File
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Table 1
PARKING UTILIZATION SURVEYS [1]
SURVEY DATES: WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 1, 2010 AND THURSDAY, DECEMBER 2, 2010
Yahoo Center (2425 Colorado Avenue)

19-Apr-11

PARKING LOCATION

PARKING
SUPPLY
[2]

9:00 AM
OCC.
%

10:00 AM
OCC.
%

11:00 AM
OCC.
%

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 1, 2010 (TIME OF SURVEY)
12:00 Noon
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
OCC.
%
OCC.
%
OCC.
%

3:00 PM
OCC.
%

4:00 PM
OCC.
%

5:00 PM
OCC.
%

Level 1

840

449

53.5%

544

64.8%

572

68.1%

594

70.7%

579

68.9%

548

65.2%

549

65.4%

512

61.0%

454

54.0%

Level 2

1,108

875

79.0%

974

87.9%

981

88.5%

950

85.7%

964

87.0%

967

87.3%

961

86.7%

915

82.6%

782

70.6%

Level 3

1,138

416

36.6%

656

57.6%

741

65.1%

751

66.0%

706

62.0%

719

63.2%

734

64.5%

716

62.9%

658

57.8%

Total Parking [3]

PARKING LOCATION

3,086

PARKING
SUPPLY
[2]

1,740

56.4%

9:00 AM
OCC.
%

2,174

70.4%

10:00 AM
OCC.
%

2,294

74.3%

11:00 AM
OCC.
%

2,295

74.4%

2,249

72.9%

2,234

72.4%

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 2, 2010 (TIME OF SURVEY)
12:00 Noon
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
OCC.
%
OCC.
%
OCC.
%

2,244

72.7%

3:00 PM
OCC.
%

2,143

69.4%

4:00 PM
OCC.
%

1,894

61.4%

5:00 PM
OCC.
%

Level 1

840

480

57.1%

560

66.7%

596

71.0%

614

73.1%

596

71.0%

583

69.4%

570

67.9%

536

63.8%

486

57.9%

Level 2

1,108

827

74.6%

966

87.2%

976

88.1%

943

85.1%

911

82.2%

939

84.7%

946

85.4%

894

80.7%

805

72.7%

Level 3

1,138

389

34.2%

607

53.3%

691

60.7%

688

60.5%

650

57.1%

654

57.5%

664

58.3%

649

57.0%

615

54.0%

Total Parking [3]

3,086

1,696

55.0%

2,133

69.1%

2,263

73.3%

2,245

72.7%

2,157

69.9%

2,176

70.5%

2,180

70.6%

2,079

67.4%

1,906

61.8%

[1] The parking surveys were conducted by The Traffic Solution.
[2] Parking inventory obtained from the parking operator (Standard Parking Corporation).
[3] Includes 366 spaces occupied through-out duration of the parking counts by vehicles assumed to be related to car dealerships for new vehicle storage. Car dealerships leased a total of 410 spaces at Yahoo Center
at the time of the parking counts (therefore 366 parked vehicles represents approximately 90% utilization).

LINSCOTT, LAW & GREENSPAN, engineers

LLG Ref. 1-10-3880-1
Yahoo Center Project

Table 2
Yahoo Center Parking Calculation Per Current Development Agreement [1

Use
Office
Sit-Down
Restaurant
Fast-Food
Restaurant
Retail
Health Club [4]
Medical Office
Total

Size [3]
658,360
7,448
186
3,758
158
2,009
11,268
2,076
684,919

sf
sf
seats
sf
seats
sf
sf
sf
sf

10:00 AM Parking
Rate (space per)
Parking
322 sf
2,045

Observed Parking Demand [5]
Less Leased Parking to Off-Site Users [6]
Total Yahoo Center Parking Demand [7]

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]

15 seats
37.5
750
750
250

seats
sf
sf
sf

12
4
3
15
8
2,087
2,174
(948)
1,226

11:00 AM Parking [2]
Rate (space per)
Parking
322 sf
2,045
15 seats
37.5
750
750
250

seats
sf
sf
sf

12
4
3
15
8
2,087
2,249
(948)
1,301

12:00 PM Parking [2]
Rate (space per) Parking
350 sf
1,881
3 seats
7.5
750
750
250

seats
sf
sf
sf

62
21
3
15
8
1,990
2,234
(948)
1,286

1:00 PM Parking
Rate (space per)
Parking
350 sf
1,881
3 seats
7.5
750
750
250

seats
sf
sf
sf

62
21
3
15
8
1,990

2:00 PM Parking
Rate (space per)
Parking
335 sf
1,965
9 seats
18.75
500
500
250

21

seats
sf
sf
sf

8
4
23
8
2,029

2,249

2,234

(948)

(948)

1,301

1,286

See Exhibit A to Amendment Number 4 to Development Agreement.
Exhibit A does not provide parking rates for 11:00 AM and 12:00 PM periods; thus, it is assumed that 11:00 AM rates are equivalent to 10:00 AM and 12:00 PM rates are equivalent to 1:00 PM.
Size represents occupied floor area at time of parking utilization counts in early December 2010.
Exhibit A does not provide specific parking rates for Health Clubs; therefore, parking rates for Retail are utilized.
Observed parking demand on Wednesday, December 1, 2010.
Assumes 90% utilization of 1.053 parking spaces leased to off-site users.
Total observed Yahoo Center parking demand excluding parking generated by off-site users.

LINSCOTT, LAW & GREENSPAN, engineers
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Table 3
Modified Parking Calculation for Yahoo Center Using Proposed New Rate for Office [1]

Use
Office [4]
Sit-Down
Restaurant
Fast-Food
Restaurant
Retail
Health Club [5]
Medical Office
Total

Size [2]
658,360
7,448
186
3,758
158
2,009
11,268
2,076
684,919

sf
sf
seats
sf
seats
sf
sf
sf
sf

10:00 AM Parking
Parking
Rate (space per)
500 sf
1,317
15 seats
37.5
750
750
250

seats
sf
sf
sf

Add Parking Leased to Off-Site Users [6]

11:00 AM Parking [3]
Parking
Rate (space per)
500 sf
1,317

12
4
3
15
8
1,359

15 seats
37.5
750
750
250

seats
sf
sf
sf

12:00 PM Parking [3]
Rate (space per) Parking
543 sf
1,211

12
4
3
15
8
1,359

3 seats
7.5
750
750
250

seats
sf
sf
sf

62
21
3
15
8
1,320

1:00 PM Parking
Parking
Rate (space per)
543 sf
1,211
3 seats
7.5
750
750
250

seats
sf
sf
sf

2:00 PM Parking
Parking
Rate (space per)
521 sf
1,264

62
21
3
15
8
1,320

9 seats
18.75
500
500
250

21

seats
sf
sf
sf

8
4
23
8
1,328

948

948

948

948

948

Total Forecast Yahoo Center Parking Demand (Current)

2,307

2,307

2,268

2,268

2,276

Observed Parking Demand on December 1, 2010

2,174

2,294

2,295

2,249

2,234

Vacant Office [7]

289,279 sf

500 sf

579

500 sf

579

543 sf

532

543 sf

532

521 sf

555

Add Remaining Parking Leased to Off-Site Users [8]

105

105

105

105

105

Yahoo Center Parking Demand at Full Occupancy [9]

2,991

2,991

2,906

2,906

2,936

Yahoo Center Parking Supply

3,086

3,086

3,086

3,086

3,086

95

95

180

180

150

Parking Surplus at Yahoo Center at Full Occupancy

[1] See Exhibit A to Amendment Number 4 to Development Agreement.
[2] Size represents occupied floor area at time of parking utilization counts in early December 2010.
[3] Exhibit A does not provide parking rates for 11:00 AM and 12:00 PM periods; thus, it is assumed that 11:00 AM rates are equivalent to 10:00 AM and 12:00 PM rates are equivalent to 1:00 PM.
[4] Based on observed parking demand, it is proposed that base (100% demand) office parking rate at the Yahoo Center be modified from 1 space/322 square feet to 1 space/500 square feet.
[5] Exhibit A does not provide specific parking rates for Health Clubs; therefore, parking rates for Retail are utilized.
[6] Assumes 90% utilization of 1,053 parking spaces leased to off-site users parked at time of parking utilization counts in early December 2010 (948 spaces).
[7] There was 339,155 sf of vacant/underutilized office floor area at time of parking utilization counts in early December 2010. For analysis purposes, it is assumed that Full Occupancy is
equivalent to 95% of office space occupied. Thus, 289,279 sf of vacant/underutilized office space would need to be occupied to bring the Yahoo Center to 95% occupancy.
[8] Assumes utilization of remaining 10% of 1,053 parking spaces leased to off-site users (105 spaces).
[9] Full occpancy parking forecast based on Total Forecast Yahoo Center Parking Demand (Current) plus added demand due to occupancy of vacant office space and unused leased parking spaces.

LINSCOTT, LAW & GREENSPAN, engineers

LLG Ref. 1-10-3880-1
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Dale Goldsmith
Armbruster Goldsmith & Delvac LLP

Date:

May 31, 2011

From:

David S. Shender, P.E.
Linscott, Law & Greenspan, Engineers

LLG Ref:

1-10-3880-1

Subject:

Calculation of Aggregate Average Vehicle Ridership (AVR) for the
Yahoo Center at 2425 Colorado Avenue in the City of Santa Monica

This memorandum has been prepared by Linscott, Law & Greenspan, Engineers
(LLG) to summarize our calculation of the aggregate Average Vehicle Ridership
(AVR) at the Yahoo Center located at 2425 Colorado Avenue in the City of Santa
Monica. The aggregate AVR calculation has been prepared as a follow-up item from
the May 18, 2011 Planning Commission hearing conducted for the proposed
Amendment to the Yahoo Center Development Agreement.
To calculate the aggregate AVR, the Employee Trip Reduction Plans (ETRPs) for
individual tenants within the Yahoo Center with 50 or more employees were
consulted. Currently, individual tenants with 50 or more employees are required to
prepare ETRPs under City Code Section 9.16.070. The ETRPs provide information
related to travel mode surveys of employees during the morning (AM) and afternoon
(PM) commute periods over a one week (Monday – Friday) timeframe. Based on the
total number of reporting employees and vehicles utilized for commute purposes
during the survey week, calculated AVRs are provided in the ETRPs for the AM and
PM periods. In coordination with City staff, the following ETRPs related to the
Yahoo Center are on file at the City:
•
•
•
•
•

Rubin Postaer and Associates
Home Box Office
Gensler & Associates
Yahoo! Media
ShoeDazzle

In consultation with Equity Office Properties, it was determined that these five
employers occupied building floor area at the Yahoo Center equivalent to 84% of the
total leased space in December 2010, which coincides with the time period of the
parking utilization counts utilized in LLG’s April 25, 2011 parking study.1 Based on
the collective 84% utilization of office space at the Yahoo Center, the calculated
aggregate AVR associated with these five employers submitting ETRPS would
provide highly representative “baseline” commute data for the overall complex.

1

It is noted that subsequent to the parking counts in December 2010, the Yahoo Center moved in two
new tenants – CBS Studio and eHarmony – that have 50+ employees and may be subject to SMMC
9.16.070. According to City staff, CBS Studio and eHarmony are not required to submit ETRPs until
July 15, 2011.
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Table 1 attached provides the AVR calculation during the AM and PM commute
periods for each the five employers as included in their respective ETRPs.2 Table 1
also provides an aggregate AVR calculation based on the person trip and vehicle trip
data contained in the ETRPs. The calculation is appropriately “weighted” such that
the employer with the highest number of trips (in this case, Rubin Postaer) has a
greater influence on the calculated aggregate AVR as compared to the employer with
the fewest number of trips (i.e., ShoeDazzle).
As shown in Table 1, the aggregate AVR for the five employers during the AM
commute period is 1.31 while the aggregate AVR for the PM commute period is 1.32.
As previously noted, based on the fact that the five employers occupied 84% of the
leased space in December 2010, it is reasonable to conclude that this data provides a
reasonable average baseline AVR for all employers at the Yahoo Center.
It is further noted that attainment of the 1.5 AVR target as provided in the
Transportation Demand Management plan prepared by LLG for the Yahoo Center3
would require an approximate 15% improvement upon the average baseline AVR. If,
for example, the 15% AVR improvement yields a corresponding reduction in parking
demand by 10%, it would reduce parking demand by approximately 300 parking
spaces at the Yahoo Center. Thus, attainment of the proposed target 1.5 AVR would
result in a substantial change in parking demand at the Yahoo Center.

cc:

File

2

As noted in Table 1, ShoeDazzle did not report person trip and vehicle trip data during the PM
commute window for purposes of calculating an AVR in its ETRP.
3
Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Plan for the Yahoo Center at 2425 Colorado Avenue in
the City of Santa Monica, LLG, April 5, 2011
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Table 1
Average Vehicle Ridership for Major Employers at Yahoo Center [1]
31-May-11

AM Commute Window
Employer

Person Trips Vehicles Trips

PM Commute Window
AVR

Person Trips Vehicles Trips

AVR

Rubin Postaer and Associates [2]

1,907

1,533.75

1.24

1,844

1,487.25

1.24

Home Box Office [3]

1,059

913.83

1.16

1,066

923.83

1.15

802

533.00

1.50

717

460.50

1.56

1,657

1,118.28

1.48

1,651

1,135.11

1.45

321

285.00

1.13

n/a

n/a

n/a

5,746

4,383.86

1.31

5,278

4,006.69

1.32

Gensler & Associates [4]
Yahoo! Media [5]
ShoeDazzle [6]
Aggregate Total

[1] Person and vehicle trip data for the major employers at the Yahoo Center provided in the Employee Trip Reduction Plans (ETRPs) for the
various site employers.
[2] ETRP Report for Site ID #: 213301 for year 2009.
[3] ETRP Report for Site ID #: 312801 for year 2010.
[4] ETRP Report for Site ID #: 067967 for year 2010.
[5] ETRP Report for Site ID #: 113627 for year 2010.
[6] ETRP Report for Site ID #: 151302 for year 2011. No person and vehicle trip data was provided by ShoeDazzle for the PM window.
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